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SUMMARY

Spectral analysis is a powerful, flexible technique 

for analysing the structure of a stochastic process. 

However, its application is impeded by the difficulty 

of choosing the appropriate smoothing to apply to the 

estimator of the spectral density function.

A general framewark is proposed.which allows the 

construction of estimators quadratic in the data which 

incorporate any combination of smoothing methods. The 

combined effect of the smoothing may be characterised by 

a generalised smoothing function.

The statistical properties of such estimators are then 

expressed in terms of the generalised smoothing function. 

It is shown that the bias of an estimator depends only 

on an equivalent lag or covariance weighting function, 

which can be easily calculated from the generalised 

smoothing function.

After considering the types of smoothing which are or 

could be applied to estimators of the spectral density 

comparisons of some widely used procedures are made 

which illustrate how the generalised framework leads to 

a new method of comparing smoothing procedures. The 

examples suggest that tapering of data samples is less 

effective than the application of the equivalent lag 

window to the covariance estimator. The equivalent 

window generates the same bias, but has better variance 

performance.

Finally, some asymptotic properties are established for 

estimators for Gaussian processes subjected to non



linear instantaneous transformations. Recent work 

which has established comprehensive conditions for the 

existence of an estimator is combined with new 

extensions to previous asymptotic results for certain 

"transformations to give the asymptotic moments and 

distribution for a wide class of transformations.
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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

1.1 Applying spectral analysis

Spectral analysis is a technique which analyses the 

frequency structure of a stochastic process. It has 

been used in many fields: Brillinger (1975, pp 8-10) 

lists over 70 references to applications of spectral 

analysis in the fields of physics, electrical 

engineering, acoustics, geophysics, other engineering 

disciplines, medicine, economics, biology, psychology 

and numerical analysis. Jenkins and Watts (1968, 

pp 12-14) classify applications of spectral analysis 

into five categories: prediction, estimation of 

transfer functions, filtering and control, simulation 

and optimisation, and generation of new physical 

theories. The quantitative measurement of the spectrum 

should be added to this list. This is required, for 

example by many important spectroscopic instruments.

The purpose of this thesis is to review and develop the 

spectral analysis technique itself, rather than to 

consider an application in detail. However, this work 

did arise from data which was made available for analysis 

by Imperial Tobacco Limited. The data, which recorded 

moisture content of tobacco during processing, was 

available on chart recorder plots which were comparatively 

difficult to convert to the equally spaced samples 

required for the normal analysis methods.

Alternative estimators were proposed, based upon quantities 

which were easier to measure from the charts, such as
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maxima and minima, but preliminary investigations of 

spectral estimators uncovered several difficulties in 

applying even the estimators calculated from equally 

spaced samples. Most of this thesis, therefore, is 

about problems of estimation from equally spaced 

discrete time series; the penultimate chapter considers 

estimators, based upon non-linear transformations of 

the data,which can simplify the problem of measurement 

from the original data series.

1.2 Obstacles to the use of spectral analysis

A useful statistical technique can be evaluated against 

several criteria, some of which can only be met at the 

expense of others. A compromise has to be reached in 

balancing these criteria; different practitioners will 

have different priorities. Some criteria particularly 

relevant to spectral analysis are:

(a) Flexibility - the technique should be of 

sufficient generality and robustness to be 

useful in a wide range of situations.

(b) Clarity - giving results which are unambiguous 

and easy to interpret.

(c) Efficiency - extracting the maximum possible 

information from the data available.

(d) Ease of use - including the availability of 

good computer programs if necessary.

(e) Comprehensibility - the concepts and theory being 

understood by both practitioners and customers.
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An example of a technique with all of these properties 

is the characterisation of a sample by its mean value.

Data plotting is another technique which has most of 

the desired properties, although the clarity of the 

results obtained depends heavily upon knowing what 

features to look for in the plotted data.

Spectral analysis does not compare well with these 

criteria:

(a) Little practical help is available to a 

practitioner with unequally spaced values or 

missing data, although the technique is non- 

parametric and not heavily dependent upon 

distributional assumptions.

(b) Results are not easy to interpret, because the 

smoothing which has to be applied must be taken 

into account when assessing a spectral estimate.

(c) The technique is efficient, in the statistical 

sense, provided that the smoothing is suitably 

chosen, but getting significant results often 

seems to require more data than expected. A

time series which appears to possess strong cyclical 

tendencies may not show significant peaks in the 

spectrum computed from it.

(d) The application of the technique requires 

considerable experience of the effect of the 

smoothing applied and the shapes of typical spectra, 

in order to correctly interpret the results.

Computer programs for spectral analysis are not as 

flexible or widely available as those for other 

major statistical techniques.
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(e) The theory is not well understood by many practitioners, 

leading to many confusions and misleading comments and 

recommendations.

Despite these difficulties, spectral analysis has been 

successfully applied to a wide range of problems, as is shown 

by the fields of application described above.

However, the one major shortcoming which emerges from an 

analysis of the difficulties in applying spectral analysis, 

and the confusions which have arisen in the past, is the 

lack of a general framework for the construction of spectral 

estimators. This makes it difficult to choose appropriate 

smoothing for an estimator, to interpret results, to design 
computer pgp^grams with sufficient flexibility, and to formulate 

and understand the underlying theory.

1.3 History

Much of the confusion about spectral estimators, and the 

absence of a general framework unifying the different forms of 

estimator, can be attributed to the phases of development 

through which time series analysis and spectral methods have 

passed. As these phases passed, emphasis repeatedly shifted from 

one approach to another as the theory and computational methods 

developed. Bartlett (1979) gives a recent perspective upon this 

development^ see also Makridakis (1976, 1978) and Anderson (1977). 

Spectral analysis through direct calculation of the periodogram 

probably has the earliest origin with the work of Schuster (1898) 

and others. However, the technique declined in popularity, partly 

because of calculation difficulties, but mainly because of the 

excessive variability exhibited by unsmoothed periodograms 

calculated from data contaminated by noise. This is now known to 

happen because, without smoothing, the periodogram is statistically
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inconsistent a coA'^inaous s^AtiCrum.

Newer methods of analysing time series, based upon 

autoregressive models in the time domain, then became 

popular (eg Yule, 1927), These emphasized the role of 

the autocorrelation function, rather than the spectrum, 

but work by Wiener and Khintchine in the 1930*s showed 

that both functions characterise stationary stochastic 

processes. The autocorrelation function was recommended 

because it is statistically consistent and could (then) 

be more economically calculated than an unsmoothed 

periodogram.

It was subsequently realised that introducing smoothing 

to the periodogram gave a consistent estimator (eg Daniel1, 

1946) and that the periodogram*s distribution was more 

convenient to manipulate and interpret, because ordinates 

are approximately uncorrelated, whereas autocorrelation 

estimates are highly correlated. The relationship between 

autocorrelation and periodogram mentioned above gave rise 

to two methods of calculating smoothed periodograms.

(a) By direct calculation of the modulus of the

data's Fourier transform, followed by smoothing 

by a moving average.

(b) By calculation of the autocorrelation, which

is then smoothed and truncated with a lag 

window and transformed to the final estimator.

Calculation constraints and the available options for 

smoothing functions restricted attention to the auto-
\

correlation or indirect route to a spectral estimator. 

Blackman and Tukey (1959) is the most commonly cited 

reference to this phase of development.
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In the 1960's, papers by Welch (1961, 1967) 

and Jones (1965) reawakened interest in the 

periodogram or direct route. The computational 

obstacles were removed, first by the growing 

availability and power of digital computers, 

and then by the efficient Fast Fourier transform 

(FFT) algorithm, eg Cooley and Tukey (1965), 

which made it more efficient to use the direct 

route. Indeed, if the autocorrelation is 

required, it is more efficient to calculate 

it by an inverse transformation of the 

periodogram in some circumstances.

The latest trends have been the development of 

a broad class of time-domain models (auto

regressive/integrated moving average models of 

Box and Jenkins, 1970) and the estimation of 

spectra from high-order autoregressive models, 

fitted using semi-automatic techniques (Jones, 

1974).

1.4 A framework for spectral density estimators

Historically, time series analysis has thus 

developed from periodogram analysis, turned to 

autoregressive and autocorrelation methods, then 

to spectral estimators calculated from the 

autocorrelation, returned to estimators calculated 

directly via the periodogram and then turned again 

to autoregressive methods. It is a natural 

consequence of these swings back and forth from one
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approach to the other that the differences and 

relationships between the two are now unclear.

It is well understood that the autocorrelation 

and are equivalent theoretical

representations of the process. However, when 

smoothing is introduced to estimators of the 

spectral density derived from the two functions, 

and the two approaches are viewed as computational 

recipes or statistical procedures, the relationship 

is less well understood. Yuen (1979b) has also 

drawn attention to this; Edge and Liu (1970), who 

attempt an empirical comparison of the two approaches, 

make misleading comments as a result of this 

confusion.

These difficulties and misunderstandings can be 

resolved by setting the spectral estimators within 

a suitable general framework. The most general 

framework views spectral estimation, like any 

estimation procedure, as a transformation of the 

data (x^,x^, ,x^_^) to an estimator I()\)

at each frequency point X . The class of estimators 

considered here, which arises naturally from the 

definitions of autocorrelation and periodogram, is 

those functions I which are quadratic in the data :

This includes autocorrelation and periodogram estimators 

and some other forms of smoothing, or any combination 

of these smoothing methods. It is the simplest general
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form which includes them all. The quadratic form 

Wt^(X) or its Fourier transform is

generated solely by the smoothing applied, and is 

therefore characteristic of it. By analysing 

computational formulae and statistical properties 

in terms of objective comparisons can

be made between different smoothing procedures.

The insight gained from this approach goes some 

way towards removing the obstacles to the use of 

spectral analysis described above.

1.5 Summary of the thesis

Spectral analysis is a statistical technique, and 

any examination of it therefore requires the under

lying probability models to be set down. This^ is 

done in chapter 2. The stochastic process generating 

a time series is determined by a joint probability 

distribution. By introducing the stationarity 

assumption, two characterisations of the process can 

be obtained. The first is the autocorrelation function, 

which is a function of a time-like variable. The 

second is the spectral density function, which is a 

function of frequency. The two characterisations are 

related by a Fourier transform.

Chapter 3 then describes the construction of spectral 

estimators using one or more of the possible forms of 

smoothing. The general framework using for

second-order spectral estimators is obtained, and the 

structure of the quadratic form, in terms of the 

smoothing functions, is examined.
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The statistical properties of the estimators are 

discussed in Chapter 4, where exact results for 

the bias and variance are given in terms of 

and the true spectral density function.

The main result here is that the effect of 

smoothing upon the bias of an estimator is 

determined by

(x) -  ^  W t i  C\)

so that any two smoothing procedures generating 

the same sequence have identical bias

properties.

In Chapter 5, the interpretation of the statistical 

characteristics is discussed, and the actual 

smoothing functions which are or could be used 

are described.

Chapter 6 then proposes a means of comparing 

spectral estimators based upon the preceding work. 

Comparisons are made between procedures generating 

identical bias, by examining the resulting variance. 

This provides an objective solution to such dilemmas 

as whether or not to taper data before calculating 

periodogram estimators. The results suggest that 

autocorrelation-type estimators are almost always 

as good as any other form.

The final part of the thesis returns to the original 

problem of calculating estimators from transformed 

data, particularly where the transformation is 

applied to make measurement or calculation easier.
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Previous results are presented which determine 

whether or not it is possible to construct an 

estimator from the transformed data. Earlier work 

on asymptotic moments and distributions of the 

estimators for restricted classes of estimators 

is then generalised to some wider classes. 

Conclusions and possible extensions of this work 

are discussed in the final chapter.
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2. PROBABILITY STRUCTURE OF TIME SERIES
2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the basic probability tools used in 

analysing time series data will be introduced. The 

chapter also serves to introduce much of the notation 

to be used throughout the thesis.

2.2 Definitions

2.2.1 Discrete time series

An ordered sequence of N observations (y^, y,, ... , Xp,., ) 

on a real valued random variable at times (to, t» , 

is called a discrete time series.

Several aspects of this definition require some elaboration. 

To begin with, the qualification 'ordered' is crucial, and 

distinguishes time series analysis from multivariate methods 

in general. On the other hand, the definition and much of 

the theory presented here can easily be extended to complex 

time series, so the restriction to real values is not 

essential. It is adopted here for simplicity.

Anderson (1971) presents the theory for complex variables. 

Another extension is to allow the variable and the 

corresponding observations to be vector-valued.

Although the independent variable t in the definition is 

identified as time, any series of observations ordered by 

some other quantity can be analysed by time series methods. 

Series ordere’d by spatial distance arise in geographical 

and biological contexts (eg Cliff and Ord, 1973). Finally, 

observations are generally taken equally spaced, and so the 

times ( b ^  may be taken as (0,1,... ,N-1) ;

since a time series is a series of observations, the number 

of observations N may be taken as finite.
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2.2.2 Continuous time series

An observed function (%(t) : 0 <t < T) recording the 

values taken by a real-valued random variable X(t) , 0 < t < T ,  

is called a continuous time series.

A continuous time series differs from a discrete time 

series only in that it is defined on an interval, rather 

than a set of points. It is not necessarily continuous 

as a function of t, and to emphasize this some authors, 

eg Koopmans (1974) write "continuous-time series", or 

"continuous parameter time Series', as in Parzen (1962) .

2.2.3 Connections between discrete and continuous time series

A unique discrete time series can be constructed from a 

continuous time series x(t), by sampling the function at 

times 0,1,...,N-1, giving x(0) , x(l) ; . , x(N-l) . A theorem

due to Shannon (1949) states a simple condition on the 

bandwidth of the spectrum of X(t) which ensures that no 

information about the spectrum is lost by the sampling, 

and, whether the condition holds or not, relates the 

spectra of the original and sampled processes.

When deriving discrete time series from essentially 

continuous time series, the choice of the sampling 

interval (here normalised to unity) determines the 

frequency above which aliasing will occur. If significant 

power is present at frequencies above this level (the 

Nyquist frequency), it will contaminate the calculated 

spectrum of the time series through aliasing. To prevent 

this, the sampling interval should be taken small enough 

to make the Nyquist frequency high enough, or the data 

should be prefiltered to remove the high frequency component 
dÂ . WdVfe C 5̂7-3.
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The sampling interval St and Nyquist frequency f 

are related by the formula.

f = 1 /iSt, (cycles per unit time). 

In practice, many time series are in fact continuous, 

but are analysed by sampling to produce a discrete time 

series; the alternative is to use some form of analogue 

computation. Examples of continuous time series are 

temperatures, velocities and radiation intensities.

Some series which are often thought of as essentially 

discrete time series are in fact sampled continuous time 

series. Examples are quantities which are integrated over 

consecutive time intervals, giving one value for each 

time interval. Rain guages generally measure the total 

rainfall during a 24 hour day, and give a discrete series 

of daily observations. However, the total rainfall in the 

24 hour period preceding any given instant is a well- 

defined quantity, even though it is only recorded at one 

instant each day. Thus in this situation, there is an 

underlying continuous time series x ( t ) , defined as the 

total rainfall in the interval (t-24,t), which is 

sampled to give a discrete time series of daily readings. 

Some time series are essentially discrete. Examples are 

attributes of events, which are only defined when the event 

takes place. The numbers of new graduates in each year is an 

essentially discrete time series, because the number is not 

defined until a particular event, graduation, takes place. 

There is no meaningful underlying continuous time series in 

this case.

However, it is sometimes more convenient to work with a 

continuous time series, and for any discrete time series.
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the sampling theorem can be applied in reverse to give a 

continuous time series which has a spectrum equivalent 

to that of the discrete time series. Given a discrete time 

series ... Xu-Oj the equivalent continuous time

series is defined, using a Fourier transform and its 

inverse, by

x C Ù  *  X, o < f c < N - l

where w,,, = exp (2TT6/N). If t = s', an integer, 
summing over k gives

xCk) - V w  ^  ^  X)

where = 0, t+s, ^bt= 1. Thus (2.1) defines a

continuous function of t which coincides with the discrete

time series when t is an integer. At non-integer values of

t, (2.1) is in general complex, and therefore further use

of this equivalence requires the development given for

complex variables in Anderson (1971), but in most cases it

is enough to note that (2.1) gives a continuous time series

identical to the discrete time series at integer values of

t, and that both will have the same spectral and auto-» 
correlation properties.

2.3 Probability Structure

2.3.1 Distributions

One way of viewing any statistical analysis is as an 

investigation of the probability mechanism generating the 

data, which proceeds by calculating statistics from the 

data. The data is in this case, a series of observations 

on an ordered set of random variables . Any such set is
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a stochastic process, as defined in Jenkins and Watts 

(1968, pl44), or Doob (1953).

The ordered set of random variables (X,, X,, ...,X^,,) 

observed at times (t̂  ,t, ,... , t ) have a joint 

cumulative probability distribution

P  (  x o ,  X . ,  , X w M  ; t o  ( ï . ï )

Although any observed time series can span only a finite 

time interval, the underlying stochastic process may be 

defined on a semi - or doubly - infinite interval. A 

theorem states that the process is completely specified 

if the joint cumulative distributions are known for all 

sets of times (t^ ,t, ,..,t|^), k = 0,1..., and satisfy 

the following two conditions of symmetry and consistency:

(l) P C. X@ , ) ^1/ ***; V  ̂ ; * * '/̂j / • * *

-  ^ (  X o /  X , / . . . ,  Y j , b , ; ‘ • ' /

f o r  o i l  a o i  oLL k o / l , , . . . / 1%^. C ' 2 x . I | - )

(ii)
J d9C x«, t o , = P  Cxo/Xi/...

f V, \ Cl'?)\or \k - O , \

Condition (ii), taken in conjunction with (i), ensures that 

all the marginal distributions agree with the corresponding 

lower order distributions. This result is first given by 

Kolmogorov (1933, p29).

The same result applies equally well to both discrete and 

continuous time series, since it is expressed in terms of
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a finite set of times (t̂  ,t,, .

The probability mechanism generating the time series has 

now been described by an infinite family of distributions, 

but this is obviously not a suitable description for 

analysis purposes. Even if the form of the distribution 

is known or can be inferred, for example if the joint 

distributions are Gaussian, it is very difficult to 

comprehend multi-dimensional distributions, and the 

distinctive stochastic process property of ordering is 

obscurely incorporated in the times(t ̂  , t, ̂ t^^ which

index the family P (x^ , x,, t^, t», . ..,t^ ) .

2.3.2 Stationarity and Moments

A natural way of attacking the problem of the complexity 

of the description in (2.3) is to impose additional 

conditions upon the stochastic process to simplify the 

family of probability distributions describing it. The 

restriction usually imposed is to make the structure 

invariant under translations of the time origin. This is 

equivalent to the condition
P  C ^   ̂ j Pfck,')

“■ to 4- t; t|+t^ ' Jl 0

for all k and t.

A stochastic process satisfying (2.6) is called strictly 

stationary.

Many series arising in practice possess this property, 

particularly those arising in the physical sciences. Others 

may be approximately stationary over the time periods where 

observations are taken, or may be reduced to stationary 

series either by transformation, or by removal of a non- 

stationary component.
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Series which cannot be treated as stationary do occur, 

particularly in economic contexts. An alternative approach 

to the investigation of such series is to construct a time- 

varying model relating observations to previous observations 

and the (time-varying) parameters of the model* These 

parameters may have natural interpretations. Examples of 

this approach are the Bayesian forecasting method 

described in Harrison & Stevens (1976), and recursive 

least squares estimation methods (or Kalman filters)

(Young, 1974)*

Leynes (1968) discusses the relevence of the concept 

of a spectrum for a non-stationary process,concluding that 

it is probably not possible to devise a suitable definition 

which will give a spectrum with certain properties desirable 

for any spectrum.

An immediate consequence of (2.6) is that the mean p of 

the distribution is independent of t, provided it exists, for

yCh) = 'E [ XCOl - J X •» 4PCX)0) - p(o)
Ÿ y  -  y  0. (» % ' 7)

Similarly, the second central moment, the autocovariance 

(5*̂( X  ), defined by

ô'Cxi)- EL CXCO-^)(XCt+T)“ CTn‘3)

depends only on the time difference (or lag) ^  and not on 

t. In general, the k'th moment depends on k-1 time 

differences. Provided that the variance

ciO>) = (T̂  <  CO
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then Schwartz's inequality shows that r('C ) exists for 

all T  ; this property will be assumed. However, Granger 

and Orr (1972) argue that some economic series have 

infinite variances. They discuss methods of modelling such 

series by various adaptations of the stationary, finite- 

variance models discussed here, and also consider an 

alternative class of probability distributions, the 

stable laws, which have a natural interpretation as the 

distribution of the sum of a large number of terms. 

Rosenfeld (1976) considers the estimation of Box- 

Jenkins type models for series generated by a stable law, 

finding that the procedure works quite well, especially 

if the data is clipped by about 5% to remove the 

extreme values, even though these are not outliers under 

an infinite-variance probability law.

2.3.3 Properties of the autocovariance

It also follows, from Schwartz's inequality, that

From the definition (2.8) it may be deduced that for real
"L

processes. O’ («c) is real and symmetric

(TC-r) =  o-t.-'f)

A further property of the autocovariance function is that 

for any times t,̂  and any k = 1,2,... the matrix

is positive semi-definite. This follows from the positive
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or zero variance of the random variable

y  = X  ( tO + X  C ‘ ‘ X  Ckk)

(Jenkins & Watts, 1967, p 156).

An additional restriction on the autocovariance function 

is that it is continuous a t X =  o. This implies that it is 

continuous for all T  ; the condition is not restrictive, 

since discontinuity of the autocovariance function implies 

that the sample functions X(t) are discontinuous almost 

everywhere (Cramer and Leadbetter 1967).

2.3.4 Gaussian processes and weak stationarity

As in most fields of statistics in which distributional 

methods are used, Gaussian distributions play an important 

part in time series analysis. A stochastic process is 

Gaussian if its joint distributions are Gaussian, 

since a Gaussian distribution is completely determined 

by its first and second order moments, if it satisfies 

(2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) a Gaussian process is necessarily 

strictly stationary. However, the converse is not true, 

and there are processes which satisfy these conditions but 

are not stationary. Any such process is called weakly, 

second-order, or wide-sense stationary; as much of spectral 

analysis is concerned with second-order properties, these 

assumptions axe usually sufficient for most purposes. 

Indeed, it is generally very difficult to verify that a 

stochastic process is strictly stationary.

2.4 Spectral Structure

2.4.1 Spectral distribution of a process

The mean and autocovariance function of a weakly
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stationary process with finite variance completely specify 

the second order properties of the process in the time 

domain. An alternative representation exists in the 

frequency domain, the spectral distribution function 

which satisfies

^  SL ^  , -  o o  <  q r  <  o o

A theorem due to Bochner, stated in Koopmans (1974, p 61) 

guarantees the existence of a distribution function P ( X )  

under these assumptions with P(X) non-decreasing and 

bounded. Adding the conditions

Lùfv\ nCX) = O  , arvà contirvuous Çrotn
X -o o  C^‘ l̂ ')

Hannan (1970, p34) shows that P  is unique. The Lebesgue 

decomposition (see Grenander & Rosenblatt, 1957 p35) of P  

into three components

r = n +
separates out the differentiable component P( , a step 

function P , and a component P^ which is non-zero on a 

set of measure zero, and for realistic processes must be 

zero. If P, = 0, then (2.11) reduces to

p M  - t  X ( > 0
^ -  oo

where "Vi C X ^  is the jump in H l at . This is

the autocorrelation of a stochastic, real-valued, weakly 

Stationary process (Koopmans= 1974 p39) and the process

corresponding to this component is a sum of fixed frequency
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sinusoids with random (non-time varying) independent 

complex amplitudes. Thus this component includes any 

deterministic sinusoidal components^ and such components 

will introduce infinite discontinuities into the 

derivative of the spectral distribution P  ; this can 

cause serious distortions in estimates of the spectrum. In 

principle, it is possible to remove components of fixed 

periodicity, and so henceforth it is assumed that the 

only component of the spectrum is the differentiable part 

There is then a spectral density function X(X'), with

and, provided that the integral exists, the transformation 

can be inverted to give

Y(x') = ^  e ’ "

A suitable condition for the existence of this integral is
-OO
\ \ pCr)| JiT" <  C O  (l'\0

- t o

which has the effect of excluding processes which are near

to deterministic (and thus have autocorrelations which fail

to decrease as I'd —^ OO),
2.4.2 Interpretation of the spectral density

In the case where the time series x(t) is an electric current,

the variance and spectrum have a clear interpretation. As the

variance is the mean-square value of the current, it is

proportional to the power dissipated by the current in a

resistance. Setting TT= 0 in (2.14),
00
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expresses the total power dissipated as proportional to 

the integral of the spectral density; hence the power 

dissipated by frequencies in the range ^  ̂ is

proportional to

X\
^ y W  = P C y x ') -  r C x . y  C i - 's )

Because of this interpretation, Y(\) is sometimes called 

the power spectral density.

The spectral density is, like the autocorrelation function, 

symmetric about X = 0, as may be deduced from (2.15).

2.4.3 Spectral representation of a process

In section 2.4.2, the spectral representation of the 

autocorrelation, the spectral distribution of the process, 

was described. There is also a spectral representation of 

the process X(t) itself.

A real-valued wêakly stationary process X(t) with mean

zero and an autocorrelation function continuous at T" = 0 f\
can be written as the Fourier transform of a complex-valued 

random set function "2:

^  is a random spectral measure; the result is proved in 

Cramer (1951) and an alternative derivation, due to 

Kolmogorov* is given in Rozanov (1967, p 14).

The advantage of this representation is that it may be 

used to obtain simply various results, including one in 

section 4.4. Its properties are as follows, following 

Koopmans (1974); interpreting d %(\) as the random spectral 

measure of an infinitesimal interval centred at Xj then
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(i) E C - d n ( x ) ^  X ’=V; Cz^'^o')

^  O   ̂ o  t X û r w ' i i « - ,

(ii) if g ( X ) and h ( X) are complex-valued functions with

p  \ r w  < ^ u c ^ i ’- d r c x w  CO,
'-'-oo 3  -  Oo

then _______________ ___
£ (  C  5 W d î ( X ) ) (  5 “

(%.% 0

where g is the complex conjugate of g.

Property (i) states that dZ(X) and d2(^) are uncorrelated 

for X ^  yJ , and relates -S, the spectral representation of 

the process, and ^  , the spectral representation of the 

autocorrelation. Property (ii) justifies the inter-change 

of expectations and integrals in expressions of this type.

It can be used to deduce the spectral representation of the
, /.\ cXCt+'Tr) I /\\ cXt”autoccrr^U-VioA, eqn (2.11), putting ^LX; - €,  ̂n\A; = e, ^

ç C f )  = E L  X C t + r ) X ( t ) J  E L

- E [( c
IXCb+T') -IX t-

=  f e  y  d r c x )J-OO

. rJ—.
The necessary conditions on g and h hold if Ç Co3 <  C O  

2.5 Wiener.*s approach to spectral analysis

2.5.1 Ergodicity

The definitions of the autoco (D (Tr) and the
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spectral density P(X) given in 2.4.1 arise naturally 

from the second order properties of the joint 

distribution of the process. Another way of defining ga 

autoco f i s  as a time average

Û Cv) = J- C C yCh)-ji)( X(ti-T)-y) At
-r->oo ^  -T

^  4--r r X W d b .

This approach, which is due to Wiener(1930) defines the 

mean and autocovariance for any function X(t) for which the 

integrals exist and are finite for T " = 0.

The usual convergence theorems give conditions on the 

function X(t), when it is deterministic, which guarantee 

the existence of the integrals, and if the autocovariance 

(̂Tr) is absolutely integrable, it will have a spectral 

representation as before.

However, if X(t) is stochastic, (2.22) in general defines 

a random variable, and conditions on the generating process 

are necessary to ensure that the limit in (2.22) exists and 

that the a u t o c o A function, defined in (2.22) as a 

time average, and in (2.8) as a statistical average, are 

the same.

Sufficient conditions for the existence of the integrals and

limits in (2.22) and (2.23) are given as part of a more

general ergodic theorem in Doob (1953). The important

conditions are those previously mentioned in (2.6) and (2.9),

namely that the process is stationary, with finite variance,
SI’-ficX"fid-
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Conditions to ensure that the autoco frdat’̂oA functions 

defined by (2.8) and (2.22), are equal, assuming both 

exist, are more difficult to state. The key condition 

is that the pxoeess— should be ergodic, ie that with 

probability 1,

oo
I
T

for any real-valued function f  with \ E  C f-( | OO.

(Brillinger 1975, p43), but it is difficult to verify 

that this, or equivalent conditions, hold. A stronger 

property, which implies ergodicity, obtains if the 

process satisfies a mixing condition (Hannan 1970, p202)

U m  P ( U a 6 ‘ V )  = P C u ) P C v )  C l -15)
n OO

where U and V are Borel sets in the sample space of 

the stochastic process, and B is the shift operator

I -

The intuitive meaning of this condition is that events 

sufficiently far apart in time are nearly independent, a 

proposition which seems reasonable for a practical 

situation provided there is no deterministic component. 

Koopmans (1975, p54) says that

"For practical purposes, the main impediment to 

ergodicity is the discrete component of the spectrum" 

If the process is Gaussian, and has a continuous spectrum, 

then it is ergodic, a result which provides yet another
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example of the importance of Gaussian distributions.

2.5.2 Practical implications

There are two particularly important implications of 

these results.

The first is that if the property of ergodicity holds, 

then the mean and autoco rriWUt.a function, defined in 

terms of the probability distributions of the process, 

can be estimated from time averages of a single 

realization of the process, which is usually the data 

available.

Secondly, even if the assumptions required for the 

existence of the a u t o c o a n d  spectrum in the 

probability model are not satisfied, then provided the 

appropriate integrals exist, the Wiener definition of 

the a u t o c o A r t o (2.22)̂ and hence the spectrum^is still 
valid, as is the method of estimating them (Koopmans 

1975, p30). For example, a Wiener spectrum may exist 

even if the process is completely deterministic.

However, the need for some caution in this area is 

indicated by Jenkins & Watts (1968, p222) who point out 

that it is not legitimate to define the spectral density as

where
'xCfc+'T-liyct) j e

because, although under reasonable assumptions (Hannan, 

1970 p 210) converges in mean square or almost surely
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' ’’aÆ'T'-ftOû, it does not follow that its Fourier transform 

also converges. For (2.26) to be valid, it would be 

necessary for the interchange of the limiting operation 

and the integration to be permitted, which is not 

necessarily the case.
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CONSTRUCTION OF SPECTRAL ESTIMATORS

3.1 Introduction

In chapter 2, the theoretical framework-for the spectral 

analysis of time series was described. In this chapter 

the problem considered is the construction of estimators 

of the spectral density function. No new estimators are 

proposed: rather the approach is to relate the commonly 

used estimates to each other, and provide a general frame

work for the investigation of their statistical properties 

in the following chapters. This chapter is, therefore, 

concerned with data analysis, in the sense of Tukey, 

rather than statistics.

In order to construct this general framework certain 

simplifications are introduced. The most important is to
• UnTiÂ: Vtii-.-îa

consider only discrete equally spaced time series^ defined 

over a finite range. However, the^spectral density function 

is treated as a continuous periodic function, although its 

minimal representation is as a discrete Fourier transform 

sequence. Definining the periodogram (or unsmoothed sample 

spectrum) by

1 *'*“* _ÎX(r I A.
X-CX) = I /N I X  I / L \'\)

gives a continuous function simply related to its discrete

equivalent
-r f/ I nJUVt: IT.J  X r e  *■—  I , k = ... Cî.!)

and for X

X  C\) = f  X, -X)] N
^ ' - 1  t  ( % r  - > ) ]
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In view of this relationship, it is permissible to 

pass from discrete to continuous as

is convenient. In practice, it may not be convenient to 

calculate an estimate at a frequency which is an integer 

multiple ofïïT/w-l, and so the continuous function is more 

convenient.

The second simplification is to consider only those

estimates which can be constructed by convolution or

multiplication applied to the data, its Fourier transform,

its autocovariance, or its periodogram. Other forms of

estimators have been proposed by Pisarenko (1972).

A different approach altogether is to fit a parametric

model of the process, and estimate the spectral density

by the (known) spectral density of the fitted model. This

approach is used by Box arid Jenkins (1970), to fit

autogressive/moving average models of low order, and in

Jones (1974) to fit autogressive models of a higher order.

A particularly attractive feature of the method in Jones

(1974) is that the application of an objective criterion

the Akaike information criterion, allows a fully automatic

estimation method. This class of estimates is not covered

in this chapter. However, the class of estimators

considered does include all the conventional second-order

estimators of the spectral density function.

The remainder of this chapter first defines the various

possible smoothing procedures, relates them to each other

and sets them all in a general framework. Section 5.4 gives

a description of the most commonly used smoothing functions.
(, i) U>«iL Ko-ftt. t» fbTA». fijp â ttvùujK
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3.2 Naive estimators : the need for smoothing

The two representations of the process generating a time 

series, discussed in Chapter 2, each give rise to an 

estimator of the spectral density function of the

process.

The time domain approach, defining the spectrum via the 

autocorrelation function, gives the discrete analogue of 

(2.15),

X W -  Ï  r, ( ^ 4

l b  : tr+k r: 0 ,\, , N-\) .

The spectral representation of the process, (2.19) and 

(2.20) gives an estimate based on the modulis of the 

Fourier transform of the time series, in the same way 

that spectra of deterministic phenomena are defined (eg 

the power spectrum of an electrical signal). The 

estimate is

which is usually called the periodogram, a term derived 

from the work of Schuster (1878), who used this function 

to search for "hidden periodicities" in data. Despite 

its name, it is usually written as a function of frequency, 

rather than the reciprocal, period.

In fact, (3.4) and (3.5) define the same function of the
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data , as can be shown by rearranging the summation

in (3.5); it must be emphasised that the above definitions 

are carefully chosen to give exact identity between (3.4) 

and (3.5). If these definitions are not chosen carefully, 

the relationship may, for example, involve circularly 

defined correlations, which are unhelpful in further 

analysis.

Eqns. (3.4) and (3.5) therefore define the same estimator. 

However, it is not a good estimator of the spectral density, 

Calculation of the periodogram from a time series yields 

a highly irregular function. Examples are given in 

Brillinger (1975, pl21) and Kendall and Stuart (1966, 

p459) . One way of explaining this is to examine the 

variance of the estimator (Bartlett, 1948). In theorem

5.2.4 of Brillinger (1975, pl25) it is shown that for 

X =lTk/N , K integer,

VarLt (X)3 = VthT V lx )  + OCn ') ( “̂ ‘O

Thus however long the series is, the variance remains near 

VC N) , This is in contrast with the usual statistical 

situation, where larger samples reduce the variance of an 

estimate, generally giving consistency. In this case, 

increasing the sample length provides independent estimates 

which are denser in (-TT̂ Tï') , but no more accurate.

Increasing the density of the sample points, keeping the 

overall time span fixed, improves the estimation of higher 

frequencies, as shown by the Sampling Theorem, Shannon 

(1949), but again does not affect the variance.

In order to get consistent estimators, some smoothing has 

to be introduced.
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3.3 Construction of Smoothed Estimators

3.3.1 Notation

The notation used for smoothing and smoothed functions 

is as follows:

t -6/ sequences of weights

; Af; b - 0/3; / - k-i)
A  CX) j SCxX  ̂  DCA) are weighting functions,

periodic with period 2TT

y t" / b = is the data sequence

- Vw ^  Av+b the autocovariance
IrérE’î

X the Fourier transform of

the data

X"(x) = ‘/tjl^OOl - %  is the periodogram
b.5—Kw

The smoothed functions are denoted by X̂ . / X  */%'^)^^'T\)etc 

with a superscript *c * for convolution *m' for multiplication.

3.3.2 Single smoothing

The shortcomings of the naive estimator (3.4) and (3.5) 

suggest the construction of more elaborate, smoothed 

estimators. The estimates can be calculated by two two-stage 

routes :
X fc '— > ^ ^

X ̂  ^ Cx) ^  Ca )

without smoothing these give identical results. There are, 

therefore, four stages of the calculation at which smoothing 

can be done : the data, its Fourier transform, its auto-
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correlations, and its periodogram. Two types of smoothing 

are commonly used : smoothing by convolution with a 

weighting function, or point-by-point multiplication by 

a weighting function. Table 3.1 shows the possible 

combinations, and the terms usually used to describe 

each one. The symmetries in the table reflect relation

ships between the methods which will be explored in 

greater detail. Those combinations which are un-named 

are not generally used.

Definitions of each smoothing method are given in Table 

3.2. From these definitions, singly smoothed estimators 

of the spectral density function may be constructed by 

starting with the data, calculating the autocovariance, or 

Fourier transform, and thence the periodogram, applying one 

or other of the smoothing methods at one stage.

So far, only one application of smoothing has been 

considered. Many authors appear not to realise that any 

number of smoothing of any type can be applied to the data. 

The more general estimator which results will be discussed 

after considering each type in detail.
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CONVOLUTION MULTIPLICATION

Data Filtering Tapering

Differencing (Time) Windowing

Moving average Fading

Fourier transform Smoothing (eg Hanning as in 

Bingham etal, 1967)

Autocovariance (Lag) Windowing

Tapering

Weighting

Periodogram (Spectral) Windowing

Smoothing

Averaging

Table 3.1 Terms used to describe smoothing procedures

CONVOLUTION MULTIPLICATION

Data

tr - O / ... ±(u-0

Fourier transform

Autocovariance r«  = I
L t

k  ^ 0, ± I, ...

Periodogram X Y x )  = xcxK cx)

Table 3.2 Definitions of smoothed functions
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3.4 Classification of smoothed estimators

Table 3.2 gives the exact definition used for each combination, 

From these definitions, it is shown in Appendix 1 that if 

the weighting sequences ( and ( i t )

are related by a Fourier transform to A(X), B(^ ), C(>v), and 

D(y\), then four of the combinations in Table 3.2 are exactly 

equal to the remaining four, in pairwise combinations shown 

in Table 3.3.

MULTIPLICATIONCONVOLUTION

Data

Fourier transform

Autocovariance

Periodogram

Table 3.3 Relationships amongst the smoothed functions

These relationships follow from the convolution theorem, eg 

Jenkins & Watts (1968, p56), which states broadly that 

convolution of two functions is equivalent to multiplication 

of their Fourier transforms. The definitions in Table 3.2 

have been carefully chosen to give these exact results ; this 

will be discussed in section 3.6. However, they are wide enough 

to include most of the definitions used in practice.

This classifies the eight cases into four pairs. A further 

simplification follows from the observation that if CCX")^c> 

and C(>^/ are related by C  - V W  \ ^
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Similarly if

then

<1^ = Vn  %
UeHvi

r ‘ -- Vn I x.‘ x"be 5 fc trlz •

There are, therefore, three distinct types of modifications, 

as set out in Table 3.4. One is usually called prewhitening/ 

recolouring (applying a moving average or equivalent to the 

data, followed by a compensating modification at a later 

stage, eg Blackman and Tukey, 1959). The second is linear 

modification (generally by tapering), and the third quadratic 

modification (generally by lag weighting or periodogram 

smoothing). The four terms used in this Table will be discussed 

in the next three sections.

CONVOLUTION MULTIPLICATION

Data

Fourier transform

Autocovariance

Periodogram

Prewhitening

Linear

Recolouring

Quadratic

Linear

Prewhitening

Quadratic

Recolouring

Table 3.4 Classification of smoothing procedures
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3.4.1 Prewhitening/recolouring

This approach stems from the early days of time series 

analysis, eg Blackman and Tukey (1959). The idea is to 

remove peaks in the spectral density function by filtering 

the data, to produce a series which, after filtering, is 

near to white noise or uncorrelated variables. Other 

smoothing methods are then applied (or even totally 

different methods) to estimate the spectrum of the 

filtered data, which is easier to estimate because it is 

near to a white noise (ie uniform) spectral density. 

Division by the known frequency response of the filter 

recovers the estimate of the original spectral density, 

provided the filter has non-zero frequency response. This 

is the recolouring operation. Note that this approach does 

not smooth the estimated spectral density at all; its 

value lies in its interaction with linear or quadratic 

smoothing procedures applied at the same or later stages.

3.4.2 Linear modification

This form of modification applies smoothing to a 

linear function of the data (x^ ). As illustrated in 

Table 3.4 it can be applied either by convolution with 

the Fourier transform or by multiplication of the data 

by a taper. The resulting estimator can be

variously written as
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% ( X )

' VlvJ \ ^ Cx)l = /n \ ViTt ̂

'  V m I

3.4.3 Quadratic modification

This form of modification applies smoothing to a quadratic 

function of the data ( X̂ .) . As illustrated in Table 3.4, it 

can be applied either by convolution with the sample 

periodogram, or by multiplication of the autocorrelation 

with a lag window. The resulting estimator I (\) can be 

variously written as

3.4.4 Some other related terminology

There are several other terms used in the literature to 

describe the type of smoothing, and the calculation route; 

sometimes these two quite sep.arate aspects of an estimator 

are confused with each other and described by the same 

terminology.

In this chapter, the type of smoothing has been described 

as prewhitening/recolouring, linear modification, or 

quadratic modification. These last two terms,which emphasise 

the structure of the estimator, are used in Sloane (1969) 

and in Yuen (1977, 1978, 19796). The most common descriptions 

are tapering and lag windowing respectively, which emphasise 

the way in which the smoothing is usually applied (although 

these are not the only ways).

The calculation route may simply be described as going via
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the periodogram or autocorrelation, depending upon 

whether the Fourier transform or the autocorrelation is 

calculated from the data. The former route is sometimes 

called the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) estimator or

approach, eg Edge and Liu (1970), deJong (1977); the

latter the B1ackman-Tukey estimator or approach, eg

Otnes and Enochson (1972 p 301) Edge and Liu (1970) Yuen

(1979) . Other authors use direct and indirect to describe

the estimators, eg Caster and Roberts (1977), Geckinli

and Yavuz (1978), Thomson (1977), Welch (1961), Blackman & Tukey
(1959)

The confusion arises because each type of smoothing is 

usually used with one calculation route : linear smoothing 

with the direct route, and quadratic smoothing with the 

indirect route. In each case, the type of smoothing is the 

most natural to use with that route, and thus the 

description of the smoothing and the calculation route are 

often treated as interchangeable.

The lack of clear distinction between the smoothing and 

the calculation route has led many authors to believe that 

the calculation route dictates the type of smoothing which 

can be applied. This fallacy can be partly attributed to 

Jones (1965), which, in view of the imminent rediscovery of 

the ^FT drew timely attention to direct or periodogram 

estimators, but conveyed the impression that its properties 

were essentially different to the indirect or autocorrelation

estimator. The preceding sections have shown that, with 

sufficient care over definitions, the^numerical result ^ 

obtained Wij calculation route j
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»lr . Yuen (1977, 1978,

1979 a,b) has shown the need to calculate the transforms 

at a sufficiently dense spacing to achieve this 

equivalence. With the continuous versions of the

frequency domain quantities used above, this point is not 

emphasised. However, the estimates computed as specified 

by Yuen and the continuous functions defined above contain 

the same information.

3.5 A general smoothed estimator

Section 3.4 describes the construction of an estimator with 

one application of smoothing. In practice, more than one 

application of smoothing is usual. As discussed in Chapter 

5, operations such as extending the data by zeros are 

smoothing in this sense. In this section, a general 

expression for smoothed estimators which are quadratic 

functions of the data is derived. The expressions may be 

formulated in the time or spectral domains.

3.5.1 Time domain

Smoothing in the time domain is one of four types i(Table 3.2)

Convolutions extend the length of the sequence from N* to 

2N*-1, whilst multiplications leave it unchanged. An arbitrary 

sequence of multiplications and convolutions applied to the 

data gives
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^  Ca") \ (.A) CA-0 I (l) (0 , (\)
' L .  V .  >. V-. .  ■ '■

or fsj-\
^ "1 Xi , t =

S = 0
where

. 2'’Cn - 0

This is the most general expression, since two adjacent 

convolutions or multiplications can be replaced by one 

convolution or multiplication.

Similarly, an arbitrary sequence of smoothing of 

gives
^  ^  in) In-') 0)

- Y  V r ,  , = o,t,, -, ± N/
L= “N+\

where

A4

Combining these two the estimator is

x w -  %  p .  .

= '/N %  W t s  (x) XtXi C"^'?)
where

\ x ' t . c x ) =  2
kLu

This will be called the time domain form of the generalised 

Weighting function.

As expected, this is a quadratic form in the data, but it
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also depends on X. If prewhitening/recolouring types of 

smoothing are excluded (ie a^ and c^ coefficients) a 

simpler form results for
V A

\>s G

This is the quadratic form considered by Grenandgr and 

Rosenblatt (1957) in the assessment of periodogram 

estimators; it has also been used by Jones (1971) to 

investigate missing value problems.

3.5.2 Spectral domain

Corresponding expressions can be developed in the 

spectral domain. The four types of smoothing are

t w  ' X(>.)- - p(A-f)

An arbitrary sequence of smoothing operations on g (X ) 

gives

—  ̂U C X/ aC) ̂
An arbitrary sequence of smoothing operations on I (\ ) 

gives
r  Cx) = '/M" 5 cï'X» ... D Cv,-V5')c'(v0

. -Vu) %  Cv)

- ^ V ( X ^ v ) X ( v )
Combining these two gives
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X  CX) = Vn 5 X; c v] pjV
5JJ \/6X;X)U( U ()) p) g ("<) g(ÿ)- I.

- Vhj 5s W(X/o(,^) ^ C o O d « J j ?  C^'^O
where W(\/<x,ÿ) = J V(Xyv) U  [ ÎÂT>^ dy l^'^O

This will be called the generalised spectral window or 

generalised spectral smoothing function.

If prewhitening/recolouring is excluded a simpler form 

is obtained:

W I  X/ ' S

.X. w '(  X-«(, X -;) U-n)

This is essentially the spectral window developed by Jones 

(1971) and Koopmans (1975, p297).

3.5.3 Relationships

Relationships, similar to those between (a^) and A (X) etc 

are established in Appendix 2 from the definitions above.

Thus
-VCSoi-tX)

, , -  l( kX)
V I " v )  -  %  e

, -t(otb-jJs) y
w(x,o(,?) = 2  w^jx:) f. O'lv)C->

3.6 Comments on the definitions of the smoothing procedures

3.6.1 Definitions of discrete convolutions

The definitions given for the convolutions with the discrete 

sequences C^f) *̂”0  both produce smoothed sequences

which are twice as long as the unsmoothed ones. Furthermore, 

an offset is introduced into the indexing of C , so that 

Xç- is not the smoothed value at time t on the original 

timescale, but corresponds to b - ,
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These inelegancies are typical of the difficulties in 

defining finite convolutions. They both arise from end 

effects. No such difficulty arises with the continuous 

convolutions, since the functions g(X),I(X) and the 

smoothing functions B(A), D(A), may be taken as 

periodic outside , eg

fcr=o

Effectively, the sequences (Xfc)> ( are defined as zero 

outside the given ranges of their subscripts; inversion 

of the definition of g(X») confirms this:

- %  Xj V N-l .

S-O
Usually, the weighting sequence has few non-zero elements 

(compared to N), and the end terms are discarded, 

adjusting the index to centre the smoothed values.

As pointed out in 3.3.2, this is equivalent to applying 

smoothing by multiplication after the convolution, which 

in turn is equivalent to smoothing of the Fourier transform 

by convolution. Thus the effect of choosing that definition 

of convolution is to blur the calculated Fourier transform. 

The definition in Table 3.2 is appropriate when smoothing 

is carried out with the intention of calculating the Fourier 

transform or periodogram, for it retains as much of the data 

as possible. It is not appropriate for smoothing time series
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for plotting, for example. This is simply demonstrated 

in Fig. 3.1, which shows the output of a simple 

differencing filter at lag 12, ) in

the notation of this chapter, when applied to a uniform

time series =. I with N=101:

0

-VI-

3.6.2

input series

output (usual 

definition)

  output (Table 3.2
definition)

14, <\ûo
Fig 3.1 Smoothed series ; effect of definition of a convolution 

Although the Table 3.2 definition is unsuitable for plotting 

smoothed time series, it is wholly appropriate for calculating 

spectral estimators, because it does not introduce undesired 

smoothing. Yuen (1979a) gives a similar example relating to 

the extension of the data with zeros.

Restrictions on the continuous smoothing functions 

The approach used in this chapter starts from discrete data, 

and considers smoothing applied to this discrete data. In 

section 3.4, it was shown how this smoothing could be expressed 

in terms of continuous convolutions and multiplications by
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continuous smoothing functions. However, these functions 

are restricted to functions which are the Fourier transform 

of finitely many points, ie they are band-limited. Thus 

although it may be desirable to apply an ideal band-pass filter 

to the periodogram which rejects all frequencies outside the 

cutoffs, and accepts all within the cutoffs, such a filter 

could never be obtained by equivalent discrete smoothing of 

a finite sequence, because such a filter has an infinite 

sequence of non-zero time-domain coefficients. In Koopmans 

(1975, pl76ff), this point is made in a different way, by

considering the error introduced when a finite data length is

filtered, rather than an infinite length. His conclusion is 

that a different type of filter is appropriate for finite 

series.

This restriction is also reflected in the range of quadratic 

forms which can be generated by these smoothing

procedures. All such forms must be expressible in terms of the 

linear transformations applied, as in (3.8), but it is not 

obvious whether any arbitrary symmetric quadratic form can

be generated by some (finite) combination of smoothing

procedures. This is essentially a problem in linear algebra.

3.7 Segment averaging

Another approach to the construction of second—order estimators 

is to segment the data into K records (which may overlap), 

calculate periodograms from each segment, apply any of the 

above forms of smoothing, and then average the resulting 

periodograms.
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This is usually ascribed to Bartlett (1948) ; Welch (1967) 

develops the idea fully, and it is also the basis of the 

robust estimator proposed by Thomson (1977). As the resulting 

estimator is quadratic in ( ), it can be described using the

generalised smoothing function

Welch develops the estimator for K segments of equal length 

L, with a segment separation D, giving N = D (ï^l) + L. The 

estimator is

Ü/3 0

where is the point of segment k, and W^icx)

is the smoothing applied to segment k. This allows for unequal 

weighting of the periodograms of each segment when they are 

averaged to give the final estimator.

The estimator can be expressed as
_K L-l

V + tk-05>\».*l 0;VSO 

NJM
" Vn i. 2  ]

\té Sf
where S = C k -  k  =• , \4 y btD-U  ̂  fe.

4 0 -  L ^  k  s
This is a quadratic in the (unsegmented) data (x^) with

W.AX'b - n /k l  I
kfe >t-4

- O y \ b- si > L 
Similar expressions can be derived for segments with unequal 

lengths and offsets, and it is not difficult to calculate the 

window resulting from any given set of segments. Thus

the general smoothing function can incorporate segmenting, and 

the results in the following chapters can be used to interpret 

its effect as well as the effect of the other smoothing applied.
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3.8 Siirmnary

The naive estimators of the spectral density are inadequate, 

because they are not consistent. Several possible methods 

of smoothing have been described, and four distinct 

procedures extracted: prewhitening/recolouring, segmenting, 

and linear or quadratic modification. A general 

expression for an estimator using any combination of these 

methods was given, and this will now be used to develop 

their properties and to assess their effectiveness. The 

generalised smoothing function , and its

Fourier transform W (.>, ov, have been developed to

completely characterise the combined effect of an 

arbitrary sequence of smoothing operations.
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APPENDIX 1 PROOFS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SMOOTHED ESTIMATORS

1 If \ B(X) e** \K^0, -.yV4-\
_  >vXtAt, e

k-o
then ^ fi(X) gCX)

"  I  X.
-LX.K - w

^  2_ Xt.e
h.3.0 (r=D
JS/-< XV

fJ+V ,

■■ ' %  x j e "

2 If = Viir $ 1  B O C )  -,N/-Î X ^ C -Ti.iiU
Vi.50 ^

then ;^‘ CV) -  /x T

- y ™ j : f
tra-D S = ̂

t*=-0
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If Cv = Vz-'TT 5 C(x) e, Jx , te.- •--/i'fM-O
-n

-lAk
2  , X f c [ ; - T T ,T r J
W- -(J-H

then f  C C X ^ X C X )
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Z  2  Tu &
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APPENDIX 2

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN U ( oC ̂ v ) and

Apply smoothing by

"  Y  >^5, ' f r  (  i f  Q ! f  )

where B  o( ĵ,') = 2  o ' e"'’

U r " ) ^  -- 2  C

* ■ J U  C P̂ h,, j <i oif

= ^ s U o f r  (  2  I
fci  %  2 ,  t j  ^ i i

« (̂ Ôj . .. C ol|\

= S 0Ü,) 2 1  it' ( c^) - s>, V t,.,))
tj s; > X  fc;

' • ‘‘ t! e  2 * . + tK«<,,,)

Integrating w.r.t. ».. ; g^vts tj = Sj j =î ...̂ n-(
and putting ■= — S at» y

^ g U )  d

-_ 5 Y  ^  x :  < . . /  j
s -

A,
A -t-Cs,o{,-bni.,*̂>Hi)

: - ^  2  U ,  ^, hri ‘)« J ̂ at\
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2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN V(V/X) and v'tv

Apply smoothing by

SV( .Jx(v,)TT
•i y>, ... <iv>n

where ^  k- ^
k'j

These expressions have the same form as the U functions, 

and therefore

V  I  ,y , )  ^ 2 -  v; e

1̂/
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN W(\^c^ y ?,) and )

Apply smoothing by

5 WCX;ot.,?) g U )  glil

= ^ V ( X ; v ) U C  v^oi) d  C y, g (^3

o r  2  W ^ ^ C \ ) x ^ X s  -  , Y L  U _  ' U  £  X  X .
t - 3  k u b  ^ • " • 2  “ / S  ■

W ( > , o i , ? )  = 5 2  ^hL U r t " w
kVntu

- c ( s p - r v )  iliru-uv)\
• e e

r -tvCLtr-Ju) -tUb-Pi) .

• J e ^  ov

z  ^  w ^ ' W‘Ik
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STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF SPECTRAL ESTIMATORS

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 introduced a general framework for constructing 

smoothed spectral estimators, incorporating any of four

types of smoothing : prewhitening, recolouring, linear or 

quadratic modification of the Fourier transform. The 

general estimator is a smoothed periodogram

or X [ x )  - 55 wC X y d y ? )  L^'X)

where are the smoothing functions in

the time and spectral domains.

In this chapter, the asymptotic distributions of X(x) and

its exact bias and variance are presented. Previous results

have considered estimators smoothed by linear and/or quadratic

smoothing only. Distributional results appear in Bartlett
2 .(1950), which uses the %  distribution for a periodogram, 

Grenander and Rosenblatt (1957), Hannan (1970), which 

concentrate on results for linear processes, and Brillinger 

(1975), which collects together all the relevant results for 

processes satisfying weak conditions. Asymptotic formulae 

for the bias and variance appear in Blackman and Tukey (1958) , 

and an improved formula for the asymptotic variance, under 

realistic limiting assumptions is given in Neave (1970). An 

exact expression for the variance is given in Neave (1971) .

The general estimator, smoothed by Wt-jCV.) is a linear 

combination of products • The estimators with linear/

quadratic smoothing considered previously are also linear in
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and the asymptotic results for these estimators 

can therefore be readily extended, where necessary, to 

give the asymptotic distributions for I (X). The 

exact results for the bias and variance of I (>) are 

derived by extending the methods in Jones (1971) and 

Koopmans (1974) . The exact results for the variance 

can be considerably simplified if the process is Gaussian 

or has negligible fourth cumulants. An alternative 

expression for the variance is derived which reduces 

the computation from order to order N^.
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4.2 Asymptotic distribution of spectral estimators

The derivation of asymptotic results is often a very useful 

way of simplifying otherwise intractable expressions for 

quantities of interest. When the cases of interest are 

near to the extremes assumed by the asymptotic theory (eg 

large samples, or small errors), then the results will be 

directly of use. Further studies, by simulation or analysis, 

are usually carried out to establish the range over which 

the asymptotic results are valid, and this may lead to an 

adequate description of the behaviour over a wide range of 

the parameter values.

Asymptotic results for the distribution of spectral 

estimators, constructed using the methods in Chapter 3, are 

considered here to establish that these distributions 

have some useful properties which simplify discussion of the 

statistical properties of the estimators. However, some 

important differences between estimators can be obscured by 

the asymptotic simplifications, and these are explored 

using exact results.

The results quoted here are widely known (see, for example, 

Hannan (1970), Brillinger (1975), Tukey (1949)).

The presentation here follows that of Brillinger (1975), 

referred to as (B) .

4.2.1 Assumptions

1 The series (y^, t= 0,1,. .̂ N̂-1) is strictly stationary, 

and all its moments exist.

2 The series is not generated by a process which is nearly 

deterministic. In (B) aprecise definition of this is given
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using the cumulants of the generating process. It 

amounts to requiring that the span of dependence is not 

too long, or that observations sufficiently far apart 

in time are independent.

3 Special results hold for frequencies which are multiples 

of , or separated by multiples of TT . These will not 

be considered here. The effect is generally a doubling 

of the covariance.

4 A taper ( bj. ) applying linear modification to an estimate 

is of the form:
- bC^^/Ni)

where b (t) is bounded, of bounded variation, and 

satisfies b (t) = 0, Itl > 1.
5 Weights (D3) applying quadratic modification to an 

estimate by convolution with the periodogram satisfy 

either

(a) X  Dj » i , Dj =0^1 jl for theorem 4,

or (b) Dj = D C-ffj/Bjj)

where D is an even real-valued function of bounded 

variation satisfying

j  D (p ) j p  -  B  d p  c  CO-11 -TT
for Theorems 5 and 6.
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4.2.2 Theorems

(B Thm 4.4.1)

Asymptotically as N -900, the Fourier transform variâtes 

g Oj) , j =0,1, ...,J-1 

are independent, with a complex multivariate Normal 

distribution (eg B p89). If the process is Gaussian, 

the asymptotic condition is only required to establish 

the independence.

(B Thm 5.2.6)

Asymptotically as N->00, the unsmoothed periodogram 

ordinates

I (Xi), j = 0,1,... J-1 
are independent and proportional to %^variates.

If the process is Gaussian, the asymptotic condition 

is only required to establish the independence.

(B Thm 5.2.7)

Asymptotically as N ->00, the smoothed periodogram 

resulting from linear modification (equivalent to a 

data taper (b^)) has the same “%^distribution as (2).
(B Thm 5.5.3)

Asymptotically as N^OO, the smoothed periodogram 

resulting from quadratic modification (equivalent to 

periodogram convolution with weights (Dj)) has a 

distribution proportional to

J
where the variâtes are independent.

(B Thm 5.6.3)

Asymptotically as N-»00, B^-$ 0, and NB^— >00, the 

smoothed periodogram ordinates resulting from quadratic
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modification (equivalent to periodogram convolution 

with weights (Dp) have a Normal distribution, and 

are independent. The variance is 0(

(B 5.6.4)

Asymptotically as N ->00, B^~>0, NB^-^00, the smoothed 

periodogram ordinates resulting from quadratic 

modification as in (5), and linear modification as in 

(3), have the same distribution as the estimate in (5), 

but with the variance increased by a factor
b w u b  / c  s.:

4.2.3 Discussion

The six theorems in 4.2.2 give a complete description of 

the asymptotic distribution of estimates with linear, 

quadratic, or both modifications. The unsmoothed periodogram 

has a ^^distribution, and the application of linear 

smoothing alone does not affect it. If quadratic smoothing 

is applied, and the limiting process assumes that the 

number of ordinates contributing to each smoothed value 

remains fixed, a distribution which is a weighted sum of
"L

^variâtes results. If the limiting process assumes that 

the range of frequencies smoothed remains fixed (which 

implies that the number of ordinates in that range increases), 

the distribution is Normal. This is a useful result, because 

if the number of ordinates smoothed increases as the sample 

length increases, but more slowly, then a consistent 

estimate is obtained. (Brillinger, 1975, pl49). Finally, if 

both linear and quadratic smoothing are applied, the Normal 

distribution results, with a variance inflation which does 

not asymptotically decrease. When applied by itself, linear
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modification does not affect the distribution. However, 

in the different limiting situation appropriate to the 

quadratic estimate, the two forms of smoothing interact 

to increase the variance.

The theorems in 4.2.2 cover only a limited range of the 

smoothing methods described in Chapter 3. Prewhitening 

and recolouring should not,by themselves, affect the 

distributions. The prewhitened data will satisfy the 

same conditions as the original data, and thus the 

estimates derived, before recolouring, will have the same 

form of asymptotic distribution. Recolouring multiplies • 

each periodogram ordinate by a scale factor, and thus 

only changes the mean and variance/covariance. Applied 

without other smoothing, or with the types of smoothing 

covered by the theorems in 4.2,2, the prewhitening 

modifies the distribution of the process, and the ' "

recolouring modifies the distribution of the estimator.

The most general estimate constructed in chapter 3 allows 

any number of applications of prewhitening, linear or 

quadratic modification, and recolouring. The smoothing of 

.the Fourier transform (prewhitening and linear modification) 

is equivalent to gCx) = Aov , and the smoothing

of the periodogram (quadratic modification

and recolouring) is equivalent to X  Cn) - V  ( v,>5XCv) <Av.

The smoothed transform is the Fourier transform of the smoothed 

data sequence which has been derived from ( by

linear operations. It follows that (x^ inherits the properties 

of (x^ which are relevant to the theorem, and
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that therefore has a ^^distribution.

Turning to smoothing of the periodogram, the conditions 

for theorem 4 are clearly satisfied. .For theorems 5 and 

6, the conditions on \/(vyX) take the form

V ( v , X )  = Wbr* V  ( 

for Vv\ < Y IT y with V vanishing elsewhere, for some 

fixed function V*. This gives a weighting function for the 

perisdogram which, although it also depends on X , satisfies 

essentially the same conditions as the weight function Wj 

of Brillinger's theorems.

To conclude this discussion of asymptotic distributions, 

it has been shown that the general form of estimator 

established in chapter 3 satisfies essentially the same 

conditions as simpler estimates, and therefore shares 

the same forms of asymptotic distribution.
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4.3 Expressions for the bias

The asymptotic distributions derived in Brillinger (1975) 

and similar references imply asymptotic expressions for 

the bias and variance of the estimators. In this section, 

exact results for the bias are derived in terms of the 

general weights W&^and

4.3.1 Time domain

The expected value of the estimator (4.1) can be 

immediately obtained by taking the expectation of each 

term in the finite sum

= Vm 1  Wt, (>■) E L x  t > j ]

- ' / N  2  CX) Pv-. (  W

where Çt-s is the covariance at lag (t-S). This depends 

only on (t-s) because of the stationarity assumption. 

Re-arranging the summation gives

tlxcx\l = '/n ( 2 Pk

where t =. C fc *. t ,  b +  k  -  ,  N - v ) .

The corresponding expression for the expected value of 

the usual quadratically smoothed estimator is

/  I Awhere is the sequence of equivalent covariance weights

applied. Comparing (4.4) and (4.5), it is evident that the 

bias of the estimators is identical if

Y
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If prewhitening/recolouring is excluded, then the general 

weights take, the form and this gives

the condition

or ^  Ctf‘0
The important conclusion that follows from this is that 

any combination of linear and quadratic smoothing gives 

exactly the same bias as some quadratically smoothed 

estimator with weights ( ) given by (4.6). Of course

the variances will be different in general, and this must 

be considered in assessing the estimators. The major 

implications of this result will be discussed in chapters 

5 and 6 where it will be used to clarify the advantages of 
the various forms of smoothing.

4.3.2 Spectral domain

Expressions corresponding to (4.3) and (4.4) can be derived 

in the spectral domain. Taking the expectation of (4.2),

E [%w] = EL gU) g(f)J (t'7)
assuming that interchange of the order of integration is 

permissable •

The inner expectation can be expressed in terms of the true 

spectrum V C y ) as follows:

e l . E[ I

= ‘/nr 5 Y M  H ( Uy ?) a V

where - ( V n) -
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which is a function similar to the Fejer kernal of 

Fourier analysis (Koopmans 1974, p 259). It is this 

factor which gives rise to the sidelobes and 

leakage. For large N, this function is small except near 

to (X-E - -l; , which gives the approximate result

E L  J = /̂ZTT ^  +

— X-TT ‘YC<X}

wWre. = Oy 5"(o)» I.
which is consistent with the asymptotic theorem 1 in 
Section 4.2.2.

Substituting (4.8) in (4.7) gives

E L - i - C x ) }  = j r ̂ 5
C4-\o)

The inner bracket can be simplified, by expanding out the 

Fourier series representations of the functions H and W, 

giving

e
ts.ru.

' 2  MJrj, Wrvx

-  V / (  X 3 - y )

Thus E [l(>3= 5 V C v )  W (  X , - ^ , - v )  d v  (4.11)

This result corresponds to (4.4) in the time domain, showing 

that it is only the weight along the diagonal of

W (Xy<7S,p ) which contributes to the bias. If prewhitening/ 
recolouring are excluded, the function W (X, - v , - v )  

depends on X- V only, giving the usual results for the 

spectral form of the bias of the estimator.
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4.4 Expressions for the variance/covariance

4.4.1 Spectral domain

Expressions for the variance of the usual linearly and 
quadratically modified estimator are widely known (eg

Jenkins & Watts 1968 p251) . More general expressions for

estimators formed from samples with missing values (which

can be treated as a form of taper) are given in Parzen (1963),

Neave (1970b) Jones (1971), and Koopmans (1974 p297),The

method used in Koopmans (1974) also gives a result for the

general smoothed estimator. It makes use of the spectral

representation of the time series (see 2.6.3). From (4.1)

and the definition of variance,

Crw] = E l i  - E[i(x)T
Substituting j* for , where is the

random spectral measure for gives

V o r L x W ]  =
r CUtf?!.-ViA-pv)

%  5 Wt, ( \ ) Wu,. C-x) ê E - [  A % ) j  -  E tL lx )]

The interchange of integration and expectation is permitted 

by property 1, eqn (2.21) of d Z ( ^ . Further simplifications 

require the introduction of distributional assumptions for 

( Xj,). If the process is Gaussian, or has a negligible fourth 

cumulant - an assumption often justified in practice 

(Bartlett, 1946) ““ then a theorem of Isserlis (1918) can be 

applied to expand the fourth order moment, giving

Ax(e<) E %  A'ï-Cv)

t ET. E D

E E  [5 A y CoO A ^ “ p)] ^
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This equals

V ( ca) V ( v ') <rcv-p)

cTloC-)^]

t yCcx) y[>) (TCo<-i^) c^A'ù

Substituted in (4.12), this gives

v a r t T C K ) ]  = '2 5 Wf,(X) VA/^^(->)

Since the first term of (4.13) cancels with H  L  J-(X}J

Thus var C  T  Cx)] =

C X ; ~o<, ?’) X/ ( - \  4- V/( y\̂ -«X, p) ^ / -A')l

. 'yCoi'ivc?)

J 5  L  X w  I X; ^ w c  X  -Toi,-̂ ) wcxyp;*^)!
• v(o<^y(?)

A corresponding result for the covariance of estimates at 

two frequencies can be derived:

6 0  V t  % ():) , r w ]

’ L_ W  (.X, -=<■, - p) V, "P^ •'• ?/»<)

- Y ( y(gi) 1=<A?. C q-'Ig^
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4.4.2 Time domain

The time domain expression can be derived directly from 

(4.14), by integrating instead of summing, to give

VarlxOj] c ^  ( W
ttuv»

A similar result for a quadratically smoothed estimator 

appears in Neave (1971), where the expression (4.16) is 

further manipulated, using the special structure of 

in this case, to give an expression summed over three 

indices, at the expense of considerable complexity in 

the expression. An alternative simplification is given in 4.4,4 

A similar result for the covariance of estimates at X 

and V can be deduced, substituting for "

4.4.3 Approximations

One assumption, that of negligible fourth cumulants, 

has already been introduced. Jones (1971) and 

Koopmans (1974) develop further approximations using 

assumptions equivalent to:

A : is essentially zero except near

to cK. ^ s - Y

B : * y(oi) is essentially constant over the

range of values for which the remainder of the 

integrand differs significantly from zero, for 

each X.

Assumption A justifies ignoring the second term in ^4.15), 

except when X is near zero, when it equals the first 

term. Assumption B allows yCo<.) yC'^) to be moved

outside the integration to give

v o r  t - X W l  = SS I W (
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which corresponds to the usual result for quadratically 

smoothed estimators (eg Jenkins & Watts 1968, p251). 

The validity of assumption A depends on the shape of 

W. For fixed X» and for the usual types of smoothing

applied, W w i l l  have a bell shape, centred 

on X-p- o) and will thus satisfy A,

provided that it is sufficiently concentrated.

Assumption B is valid when the spectrum is flat or nearly 

so, or the smoothing applied through W has a narrow 

bandwidth. The former is true for a white noise propess, 

which provides a useful comparison standard for different 

smoothing procedures. The latter can usually be achieved, 

for a sufficiently long sample, by choice of smoothing. 

(The asymptotic results in sec. 4.2 assume a window with 

bandwidth B-r O  ). However,. Jones (1971) notes that 

if the smoothing results from missing values (ie linear 

smoothing of the data with some b^ = 0), the
function may have appreciable mass away from

X=p . This is described as variance leakage; 

it is thought to be significant only when the missing 

values are regularly spaced, and a significant proportion 

of the total sample (Jones 1962).
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4.4.4 Calculation of the variance

Calculation of the variance from (4.17) directly requires 
4a summation of N values for each frequency point. Neave

(1971) gives a way of reducing this calculation to order

N , for the special case where e. _

A concise alternative to this, which is applicable to

a general can be derived.

From (4.l7)Y»r ^  Wuv W  (Çt-u
bSKV

Let 'P'tv = Y  WfeCx) e»-v ; z  W ^ ^ O O p e - cs u ^

Then v a r l T C y ] }  I  ^  I butv Sv

But

as 6 kL " and (X) - (x^ from (3.9).

Similarly,

Thus
\/(>rîiCx^l ^ 2  %  A 2  R(rh fV^Rn-

tlv tr t<v ^
This requires ^N(N+1) evaluation!^ of each of

which requires N operations giving an algorithm requiring 
2

order N operations.
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INTERPRETATION OF STATISTICAL PROPERTIES

5.1 Introduction
Preceding chapters have described the construction and 
statistical properties of second-order spectral estimates. 
In this chapter, the interpretation of the statistical 
characteristics is considered. The particular smoothing 
functions available are discussed, together with their 
characteristics, in preparation for the succeeding 
chapter which gives an assessment of the various possible 
estimators, their properties, advantages and disadvantages
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5.2 Bias and related properties

There are many terms used in the literature to describe 

the effect of bias upon spectral estimators. As shown in 

Chapter 4, the bias (or any first moment property of 

spectral estimators of the class considered), is determined 

by the diagonal of the generalised spectral window 

W ( X , v  ; V ) , or the equivalent time domain weighting 

( %  ) ' it would seem, therefore, that having

calculated this quantity for any form of smoothing of 

interest, there is little more to be said.

However, the terminology and points of view which have 

emerged since the early expressions for bias were 

developed, are useful in describing the source of the 

bias which inevitably enters all useful spectral estimates.

Most previous discussions of the bias have considered 

either linearly or quadratically smoothed estimators. The 

general estimator formulated in Chapter 3 contains both 

of these, but differs in that the spectral or time smoothing is 

also a function of X  » the frequency of the estimate. As far 

as the bias is concerned, this introduces a frequency 

dependence to the bias considerations^ apart from this, the 

previous discussions carry through to the general estimator.

The following sections examine this work.

5.2.1 Bandwidth and resolution

Bandwidth is a measure used both for a power spectrum, and 

for a filter or window applied to a power spectrum. For a
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power spectrum, it is a measure of the range of 

frequencies for which the spectrum differs significantly 

from zero. It is an important quantity in the design of 

a spectral analysis, since it dictates the sampling 

interval required to give an estimate of adequate 

frequency range, with no undesired aliasing. For a 

filter or window, it is a measure of the range of 

frequencies, about some central frequency, which will 

contribute power to the filtered or smoothed spectrum 

at that frequency.

A digital filter applied in the frequency domain can 

have a rectangular shape, with sharp, well-defined 

cut off points. In this case, it is natural to define the 

bandwidth as the width of the rectangle. An analogue 

filter, or a filter applied in the time domain, will 

usually have a smooth, peaked frequency response, 

perhaps with decaying ripples either side of the main 

lobe. In this situation, no obvious measure of the band

width exists. Three definitions are commonly used :

1 The width of the main lobe at the frequencies 

where the amplitude is half the maximum (Priestl«-y^ 

1962, Press & Tukey 1956).

2 The width of a rectangular frequency window giving 

an estimator with the same variance. (Jenkins and 

Watts, 1968, p256, Blackman and Tukey, 1958).

3 The width of a rectangular frequency window with 

the same height and area (Parzen 1957).

Definition 1 has the advantage of simplicity, at the 

expense of analytical intractability. Definition 2 gives 

a bandwidth proportional to 1  ̂ \ Wl Vy
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at frequency X , which is probably the most widely used. 

Definition 3 gives a bandwidth proportional to

\ I W  ( X^ 0,0).
Most writers agree that the precise definition of band

width is unimportant, since the various definitions give 

similar results for the V/ functions commonly used; the 

selection of the smoothing method is unlikely to be 

affected by the definition chosen.

The value of the bandwidth concept in the assessment 

of estimators is seen through the related property of 

resolution or resolk*ability. It is often the peaks in a 

spectrum which are of interest in the analysis, and to 

preserve isolated peaks, or resolve adjacent peaks, the 

smoothing applied must have a bandwidth of the same order 

as the width of the peaks, or their separation. This is 

very useful in designing a spectral analysis, if there is 

some prior knowledge of the width of peaks, or their 

separation. Alternatively, it is useful in interpreting 

an estimate of the spectrun because it indicates that any 

features appearing in the estimate with bandwidths smaller 

than the window bandwidth are probably spurious, whilst 

any such features of the true spectrum will probably be 

smoothed away.

Bandwidth is also used as a convenient characteristic of 

a window for investigating asymptotic properties, as in 

section 4.2. In this context, the bandwidth is constrained 

to reduce to zero as the sample length increases, thereby 

giving an unbiased estimate.
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The bandwidth, therefore, gives a "measure of the 

concentration of the spectral window" (Jenkins & Watts 

1965, p282), and summarises the effect of smoothing 

over frequencies near to the estimate.

5.2.2 Sidelobes and leakage

The main effect of smoothing is the smoothing over 

frequencies near to the estimate frequency, and this is 

characterised above by the bandwidth. However, spectral 

windows used in practice, often have substantial mass 

outside the central lobe, usually as a result of the 

application of smoothing which appears natural in the 

time domain, but produces this unwanted side effect in 

the spectral domain.

The typical shape for a spectral window is shown in 

figure 5.1. The window plotted is the Tukey window, and 

it shows the features of any window shape. The first is 

the existence of sidelobes or ripples, which although 

comparatively small, can give rise to spurious small 

peaks in the neighbourhood of a large peak in the 

spectrum. The rate at which these sidelobes decay 

determines the total amount of power from outside the 

estimate's neighbourhood which is smoothed into it;

Thomson (1977 a)calls this the broadband bias, whilst 

Bloomfield (1976), Jenkins and Watts (1965, p282) and 

others call it leakage. Koopmans (1974, p307) shows that, 

at least for longer time series, leakage is unlikely to 

be a problem with lag weighted (quadratic) estimators, 

but that for estimates calculated by rectangular smoothing 

of the periodogram (Daniell estimator) it becomes 

significant through the interaction with the data taper
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(linear modification).

Thoiaeon (1977a), constructs pilot spectrum estimates by 

segmenting the time series, tapering the segments, and 

averaging the resulting spectral estimates (which have 

no other smoothing applied). In this case, the data 

tapers usually applied give spectral windows with 

significant side lobes.

There has been much discussion of the effects of 

data tapers in reducing leakage with estimates of this 

type, including Bartlett (1948), Welch (1967), Sloane 

(1969), Otnes and Enochson (1978, p283), Godfrey (1974), 

Thomson (1977a) and Yuen (1978, 1979). The use of the 

general framework described in chapter 3 makes possible 

a conclusive discussion of the question, given in 

sections 5.5. 6 9.

Some windows have sidelobes which are negative. In the 

presence of large peaks, this can give rise to negative 

estimates of the spectrum,* which are both difficult to 

interpret, since the spectrum is by definition a positive 

quantity, and computationally inconvenient, since the 

logarithm of the spectrum is usually the most appropriate 

quantity to plot.

A smoothing procedure which assigns only positive weights 

to the spectrum may therefore seem desirable. However, a 

similar problem arises in the estimation of probability 

densities by the use of spline functions, Boneva et al 

(1971) where it is noted that negative estimates of the 

probability density may be an indication that the data 

contains inadequate information about the density in that 

region. In the context of spectral analysis, negative
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estimates of the spectral density may be an indication 

of inadequate information to estimate the density in 

that region, with the desired level of resolution.

5.2.3 Summary of bias considerations

The two main sources of bias are lack of resolution 

(relative to the spectral features) and leakage from 

frequencies away from the estimate’s frequency. To 

minimise this bias, the window should have

- a narrow peak at the central frequency

- relatively small sidelobes

- positive sidelobes.

However, these properties can only be achieved at 

the expense of the variance of the estimator.

5.3 Variance/covariance and related properties

In contrast to the diversity of terms used to describe 

the bias of an estimator, comparatively few terms are 

used in the literature to describe the variance/covariance 

properties. This reflects the fact that, whereas 

considerable efforts are made to ascribe bias to particular 

features of the smoothing and spectrum, variance is 

usually treated as a property of a spectral ordinate in 

isolation from its neighbours; the relationship between 

neighbouring ordinates is described by covariance 

properties. In fact, as equations (4.15) and (4.16) show, 

the variance is a weighted integral across all frequencies, 

and may thus be subject to the same problems of leakage as 

the bias.
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However, inflated variances at particular frequencies 

will not distort an estimate to the same extent as bias 

can. The actual effect of the variance is to add a 

’fuzziness' to the (biased) estimate, so that it is 

only possible to infer that (with a certain level of 

probability) the true (biased) value lies within a 

certain band. Here, however, the covariance of adjacent 

estimators becomes relevant, since the usually large 

covariance of adjacent estimates will normally ensure that 

the estimated spectral density is comparatively smooth.

This visually enhances the recognition of peaks and 

other features, although such peaks may well lie entirely 

within a confidence interval about a particular estimate. 

Whittle (1957) raised the question of directly incorporat

ing knowledge (or assumptions) about the smoothness of the 

trut spectrum into the estimation procedure, but this

approach has not been pursued bv practitioners.
25.3.1 Stability and the approximation

Jenkins and Watts (1968, p277) refer to the variance - 

related considerations as describing the stability of the 

estimate. The term is related to the window-closing procedure 

(described in section 5.4.4.3)', it describes a situation 

where small changes in the smoothing parameters, particularly 

truncation point, do not greatly affect the estimate, thus 

giving a stable estimate, with small variance.

An alternative characterisation of the variance is through 

the ^  distribution. For a periodogram, the ordinates are 

asymptoticly independent ^  variâtes, and a smoothed 

peridogram is a weighted sum of such variâtes. It can 

therefore be approximated by a distribution with
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degrees of freedom V given by

% (e  l x  w ] T  (,V “ yu U  jJ J (eg Jenkins and Watts, 1968
V  (XT t-X iyS] p2.52 )

For estimators which are not smoothed periodograms, the

equivalent degrees of freedom can be calculated by

comparison with a rectangularly smoothed periodogram

estimate of the same bandwidth. The equivalent degrees

of freedom measure is thus inversely proportional to the

variance.

5.3.2 Variance leakage

Sidelobes in a spectral window can cause bias leakage in 

the presence of large peaks in the true spectrum. In the 

same way, significant mass away from the central peak of 

the generalised spectral window W ( ^ ) can give rise

to variance leakage (Jones, 1962). This can result in a 

variance at a frequency adjacent to a peak larger than 

would otherwise be expected. Estimates at these frequencies 

are already contaminated by bias leakage, and the increased 

variability can only make their interpretation more 

difficult. This emphasises the need for controlling window 

shape both for bias and variance considerations.. Jones 

(1962) shows that, with regularly missing values, variance 

leakage can become significant, but for the usual smoothing 

procedures, without distortion of this type, it is not 

generally significant.

5.3.3 Covariance

The covariance of the spectral estimates can be viewed in 

two ways.

The first is related to the bandwidth of the estimator, and 

helps to determine whether features of the estimate are
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significant, or simply due to sampling variations.

The central lobe of the smoothing function will cover 

the range of frequencies within the bandwidth of the 

estimator, smoothing them into the estimate at a 

particular frequency. But most of this frequency range 

is also smoothed into adjacent estimates, thus necessarily 

giving a large covariance between estimates separated by 

less than the bandwidth. Thus the resolving capabilities 

of an estimator can also be viewed through the covariance 

of adjacent estimates. Indeed, some writers characterise 

estimates by the number of independent estimates (Jenkins 

1961) , which is the number of non-overlapping rectangularly 

smoothed periodogram estimates obtained from the data, or 

the equivalent number of such estimates for other forms of 

estimator.

The second way of viewing covariance properties is through 

the effect on the smoothness of the estimate. Whittle 

(1957) asserts that smoothing is only justified at all if 

there is some prior reason for believing that the true 

density is smooth, and that the central difficulty is to 

characterise the smoothness in a form which allows its 

incorporation into the estimator, along with the data 

itself. Nevertheless, it is intuitively plausible that an 

estimator with neighbouring estimates highly correlated 

(and hence generally close together) will have the 

smoothness appropriate to the estimate of a continuous 

function, or a sampled version of it.
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Thomson (1977a) discusses the analysis of spectral 

estimators through the autocovariance of the estimator 

itself. The estimate is treated as a stationary process, 

and the spectrum of this autocovariance, the antespectrum 

or cepstrum, is analysed. This approach is usually used 

for problems such as echo detection or waVe characterisation 

(Bogert et al, 1963). However, the approach described 

gives little insight into the properties of the estimator.

5.4 Smoothing functions

The expressions developed in Chapter 4 show that the bias 

and variance /covariance of the spectral estimator are 

determined both by the generalised spectral window 

W( X / d , or W^j^(\), and the unknown spectral density.

The window W(  ̂̂  ) is, in turn, determined by the 

smoothing applied to the estimator, and the choice of this 

smoothing therefore determines the properties of the 

estimator, in so far as they can be controlled.

As described in Chapter 3, smoothing is usually applied in 

one of five ways: prewhitening (filtering) of the data, 

recolouring of the final estimate, tapering of the data, 

lag weighting of the autocovariance, and smoothing of the 

periodogram. The types of functions used for each of these 

are described in the following sections. The relationship 

between lag weighting and periodogram smoothing has often 

been misunderstood, and is clarified in section 5.4.4.1.

5.4.1 Data filtering or prewhitening

Applying a moving average filter to the data will modify 

its spectrum. This may be desirable to remove high
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frequency variation by averaging, low frequency 

variation or trends by differencing, or particular 

frequency components (due to daily or weekly variation, 

for instance) by differencing with the appropriate time 

lag. Kendall (1973) contains an extensive discussion of 

this type of time domain smoothing.

The modification of the spectrum in this way is intended 

to reduce the bias of an estimator due to leakage in the 

neighbourhood of a peak or trough, and was suggested by 

Tukey (eg Blackman and Tukey, 1959). If sufficient pre

whitening can be applied, possibly by analogue treatment 

of a signal before recording, it may be possible to get 

a white noise process. In this case, the bias becomes 

nearly independent of the spectral window shape, and 

assessment of the resulting estimate is then easy. However, 

construction of the necessary filter effectively requires 

knowledge of the spectral shape, perhaps gained through 

iterations of prefiltering and estimation. The procedure 

is therefore not available when it is desired to calculate 

estimates directly from the data as it arises. In fact, 

much better filters can be constructed using feedback or 

recursive techniques, but these are not within the class 

considered here. In particular, Thomson (1977a,b) proposes 

an adaptive filter which is insensitive to outliers, and 

hence leads to a robust estimation procedure.

5.4.2 Recolouring

A prewhitening operation modifies the spectrum by 

multiplication of the transfer function with the spectrum. 

Recolouring is used to restore the original shape by 

division by the same transfer function (provided it is non-
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zero) . As remarked in Chapter 3, if no smoothing is 

applied between these two operations, they effectively 

cancel each other out.

5.4.3 Data tapers

A data taper is here defined to be any sequence of

weights ( ) multiplied into the data ( Xf) point

by point, giving
-a. Xv--\)v , -  0 / ... y  N - \

within this definition, three types of data modification 

can be subsumed, in addition to the usual taper or 

fader.

A fader is a function with a cosine-arch type shape, 

which has the effect of reducing the influence of data 

points at each end of the sample. Fig 5.2 shows some 

typical fader shapes.

The motivation for the application of a taper is 

described eg in Tukey (1967), Otnes and Enochson (1972, 

p281ff), and Godfrey (1974). The argument is that not 

applying a taper is, in fact, the application of a taper 

with the box-car shape in fig. 5.2(a). The sharp 

truncation of the data introduced by this taper gives 

large sidelobes in the spectral window, which may combine 

with peaks in the spectrum to distort the estimate. By 

choosing a taper with rounded corners, 

the size of the sidelobes can be reduced.

Many different shapes have been suggested. The simplest is 

a triangular or trapezoidal shape (Welch 1967 or Godfrey 

1974). In Bingham et al (1967), Tukey (1967), Sloane
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(1969) a cosine bell, or a cosine bell with a flat 

centre, is suggested. More recently, a window family 

based on prolate spheroid functions has become popular, 

eg Thomson (1977), Geckinli and Yavuz (1978) . These 

have the property of giving faders which minimise the 

leakage from outside the main lobe, at the expense of 

resolution within it. This is achieved by very heavy 

fading, which must lose much of the information in the 

data, leading to a less stable estimate. An approximation 

to the prolate spheroid window is given by Kaiser (1963, 

1966). This is recommended by Van Uitert (1978) in 

Nuclear Instruments and Methods, which indicates that this 

type of window is becoming widely used by practitioners, 

in spite of the disadvantages of such a heavy fader. 

Brillinger (1975, p54) discussed the application of data . 

tapers in relation to the theory of convergence of Fourier 

series. The taper is here called a convergence factor, 

since it represents a means of improving the rate of 

convergence of the calculated truncated Fourier transform 

to the true function, as the truncation point increases. 

There are three further forms of data modification which 

can be considered as tapers. The first is modulation by 

a fixed, multiplicative function (Parzen, 1963). An 

estimate of the covariance, and hence spectrum, of the 

unmodified data can be recovered if the 'covariance* of 

the modulator is known. Of course, if the function itself 

is known, it is possible to recover the original data, 

provided that the modulator is non-zero. An important
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class of functions which do have zeros are sequences of 

ones and zeros, with the zeros corresponding to missing 

observations. Jones (1962) and Parzen (1963) treat this 

problem : this is the second form of modification. The 

third form is extension of the data sequence with zeros, 

to a length convenient for fast Fourier transform 

calculations, usually a power of 2, This is also necessary 

when calculating autocorrelations, to avoid circular 

summation of the lagged products. This is a taper, in the 

sense that the unknown (and unobserved) values of the 

data outside the original sample range are multiplied by 

zero, whilst the sample values are left unchanged.

Extending with zeros is, therefore, equivalent to having 

started with a longer data sample, and applied a box

car shaped taper to it.

The concept of a taper or fader can thus be extended to 

include amplitude modulation, missing observations, and 

the extension of the sample length by addition of zeros.

The expressions developed for the usual data tap#y<can 

be used to interpret the effects of these three data 

modifications as well.

5.4.4 Lag weighting and periodogram smoothing

5.4.4.1 The relationship between the two methods

In chapter 3, it was shown that smoothing applied to the 

autocovariance can equally well be obtained by a correspond

ing smoothing function applied to the periodogram. Usually, 

the only weighting applied to the periodogram is the 

uniform weighting of the Daniell estimator proposed in 

Daniell (1946), but non-uniform weighting is required to
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obtain the same effect as conventional lag windows.

Any proposed non-uniform weighting can be interpreted 

by examining the equivalent lag weighting.

The relationship between lag and periodogram weighting 

can be obscured by confusions between discrete and 

continuous formulations. Three cases may be distinguished, 

all based upon the result in Chapter 3 that lag weighting 

( ) and periodogram smoothing D(\) are equivalent if

Ay, ^ Ax, û,± I , . . . ,  t

1 If the calculation formulation is discrete, the 

periodogram smoothing D(\) can also be represented by 

a discrete sequence (Di,V . with  ̂ .

The sequences ( and (D,̂ ) can be chosen arbitrarily, 

and one important sequence (Dj .. is that corresponding 

to equally-smoothed blocks of T.M+1 periodogram 

ordinates,

D|_ ^ ' /(iM+o , 1H  4 M
■= O  , M 4 |L| 4 N - l  ( S',,).

However, some care is necessary when examining the 

continuous equivalent of this periodogram window. It may 

be defined from the discrete window D^, by substituting 

for
N N - l  - L 27TkL  ̂Xk

OCX) ^ '/(7„.0 Y I  ^ ^
Ui-N-n L’s.-N+i

otherwise.
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Now if (D^) is the window defined in (5.1), then 

(5.2) gives a window with the shape in fig 5.3a, IX X ) 

coincides with D ̂  at multiples of , but

in between exhibits oscillations or ripples, 

particularly near to the large discontinuity at the 

edges of the window. However, if the periodogram

smoothing is discrete, at points , the

ripples do not affect the calculation.

2. If the calculation formulation is continuous, the 

ideal continuous periodogram window

D -- Vt-V , \>\ 4 Vi

has a discrete lag window d^ with

A ̂ % siA CvnV̂ I CkO
but this does not vanish for ^  N-l, or indeed

any finite constant (Jones, 1965). If the lag window is 

truncated at \k - ± ( m - 0 ^  as it must be in practice,

the effective periodogram window is that produced by the

Fourier transform of the truncated window,

which exhibits similar ripples to the discrete equivalent 

in fig 5.3t»,In fact, discrete and continuous versions 

differ only in that the lag window is of the form SM 

for the discrete case, and *̂iaNJx / N x for the

continuous case. These functions behave in a similar 

manner over the range of interest.

Now the smoothing applied by this D ( X  ) and by D^( X )
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(or its equivalent lag window) are equivalent i.e.

T)C\-r) X y  A k - 1-n
Ot\-f)XUAf. , r cT(A-r)j=(H)ap-n -T1

where I ( X ) is the unsmoothed periodogram, calculated 

from the discrete data ( . This is so, because I ( X )

has a -point discrete transform. For

■ C  i "  ' “ “ i f  r ' - ' A . f

-K u "̂ -n ^

- Z  iû ] e r„ i-i

X  (> <i.<

0 ( ^-p) X  ( )̂ à j j .

Thus for discrete time series ( ), irrespective of

whether the periodogram smoothing is formulated as a 

discrete or continuous calculation, the numerical 

results attainable by periodogram and lag smoothing are 

the same.

C  f ( \ t p ) i W A p

3. If the time series itself is continuous, only a finite 

segment can be observed. The autocovariance function is 

continuous and finite and so is the periodogram. Any 

recorded time series has a maximum frequency which is
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characteristic either of the time series or the 

recording mechanism. The frequency range may therefore 

be normalised to )•

The periodogram is therefore

= V n  i C \ X U T T

r (  t

If a continuous smoothing D( X ) is applied to this 

periodogram, the smoothed result is

-̂TT

r ( 0  ÂC9 A b
N

-N 

-IV>^where d(t) = PC^) dp j VH < N.

Again, it may be seen that exactly the same effect can 

be achieved by applying smoo-thing to the autovariance 

r(t) .

These relationships have been interpreted in various 

ways by other authors. Jones (1965) refers to the 

rippled window of fig 5.3*as a 'realisable* rectangular 

spectral window, although as shown above, the ripples
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do not actually affect the calculation.

He also gives another line of argument which begins 

with the observation that, in effect, an unbiased
r*

estimate^of the covariance is multiplied by ( I — )

in the usual estimator,

' (i - 'ü/w) y
' tfcE^

Jones says this implies that the lag window applied 

when a single periodogram ordinate is calculated is 

(1- . , the Bartlett window, which has a spectral

equivalent of the form Svn > A > / T h u s  when 

several periodogram ordinates are averaged, the 

resulting window plotted in fig 5.3b is similar to 

fig 5.3a, except that all the sidelobes are positive.

This second window, although similar in shape to the 

first, arises from a completely different formulation of 

the problem - the requirement for unbiased autocovariance 

estimates instead of finite autovariance lags. There is 

no necessity for unbiased estimates of the autocovariance, 

since the objective is not to estimate that function but 

to estimate the spectral density. Thus this argument is 

not valid.

Another view is that the periodogram allows a sharper 

rectangular smoothing than can be attained with lag 

weighting. This view has arisen because comparisons are 

usually made between the rectangular periodogram estimate, 

and a cosine-arch shaped lag window of the type described
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below. These comparisons have overlooked the fact 

that periodogram smoothing need not be rectangular, nor 

must lag windows be cosine-arch shapes.

In summary, the exact equivalence of lag weighting and 

periodogram smoothing has been established, as far as 

the numerical calculations are concerned. The next 

sections consider the choice of a window shape, and of 

the scale parameters for a particular estimation 

problem.

5.4.4.2 Window carpentry

The choice of lag (quadratic) smoothing functions 

appropriate to the data and the purpose of the estimate 

is the central problem of spectral analysis. Akaike 

(1978) even considers it an obstacle to the successful 

use of non-parametrie methods, arguing that the 

difficulty of selection is a persuasive reason for using 

parametric autoregressive methods. Nonetheless, a great 

amount has been written on this topic, "some helpfully", 

as Bingham et al. (1967) have commented.

There are two problems. The first is to construct an 

appropriate window shape? this is appropriately called 

window carpentry by Tukey, This can be done by making 

assumptions about certain properties for the true 

spectrum, such as bandwidth, but the exact scale 

parameters appropriate for a particular datâ' record 

can only be determined empirically, by a procedure 

equally appropriately called window closing. This is 

described in the following section.
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A window may be thought of as generated by a 

continuous function d(k), with = d C , 

k= M is a scale parameter, related to

the bandwidth 6-r of Chapter 4, and is considered 

below. The selection problem is to choose a window which 

gives the tradeoff between bias and variance which is 

appropriate to the problem.

Most of the windows proposed up to 1970 are included 

in a comparative study by Neave (1972). The general 

shape of a good lag window is similar to those 

illustrated in fig 5.4. Intuitively, the estimates of 

the autocovariance for large lags, being based on 

fewer observations, are likely to have a larger 

variance. They are therefore weighted less heavily 

than those for small lags. However, the simplest 

weighting which does this, (Bartlett's window in fig.

5.4) does not give satisfactory frequency domain 

behaviour. Fig 5.5 shows this for the windows in Fig.

5.4. As discussed in Chapter 4, the ripples (ëidelobes) 

can cause bias through leakage, and the breadth of the 

central lobe can cause loss of resolution. Furthermore, 

some estimates are not necessarily positive, because 

part of the window is negative. These properties of the 

spectral window are the main influence on the choice of 

the lag window.

The Parzen and Tukey windows are the most commonly used. 

They are both simple to compute, and give a good balance 

between bias and variance. The Parzen window has smaller 

variance, while the Tukey window has smaller bias, for the 

same scale parameter, but only the Parzen window gives
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positive estimates; it also has very small sidelobes. 

Neave (1972) compares a range of windows by 

considering negated derivatives of the window generating 

functions d(k). A. Lemma is proved in which the lag 

weighted estimate is expressed as a linear combination of 

truncated Fourier series X^(x') truncated at 

the K'th term,
K.

—  ^  To CoskX

Thus X  ^  y  d ' ( v j
J--0

This expression suggests that d^(VM) should be large only 

for the range of k for which (X) is a good estimator of 

y(>), the true spectral density. If k is small^ (>) will be 

biased because it contains insufficient terms to represent 

X) accurately. As k increases, the variance of (X ) 

increases without any compensating decrease in the bias.

Thus d ’(VM) should be small for small k, increase to a peak 

at a moderate value of k, and then decrease again for large 

k. Neave plots d ’(^/M) for twelve windows and shows that the 

windows generally thought to be best (Parzen, Tukey, and 

similar) have the shape described above. Based on these 

principles, a new window is suggested, with

= c C < k

The constants a and b are chosen in accordance with the 

principles outlined above, with some knowledge or assumptions
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about the true spectrum whilst c is a normalisation 

constant. No practical experience of this window is reported 

nor are its spectral properties -discussed in Neave’s paper, 

but the approach gives further insight to the desirable 

characteristics of lag window generators.

In practice, any arbitrary sequence of weights could be 

used, whether generated by a simple continuous function 

or not, although as Koopmans (1975, p309) points out, the 

computer programs available to an analyst may allow no 

choice at all. Koopmans also mentions another type of 

window, based on spliie.functions (Cogburn and Davis,

1972) (in fact the Parzen window is a spline function with 

first and second derivatives matched), but the general 

shape necessary for a good window allows little scope 

for radically different window generators. Claims such 

as that by Fahrion (1976) that order of magnitude 

improvements are possible are usually based on a misunder

standing of the limiting processes, or neglect of either 

bias or variance. Fahrion's window, which is based on Jacobi 

polynomials, gives a bias which is 0(M^ ), compared with

the usual result (eg Parzen, 1961), where the bandwidth is 

0(M ^), but in Fahrion's paper, is in fact the order of 

the polynomial generating the window, not the truncation 

point M.

5.4.4.3 Window closing

The second aspect of the choice of a lag (quadratic) smoothing 

function is the selection of the scale parameter M, given the 

shape. This determines how many lags are included in the 

estimate, and exactly what weight each is given.
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Jenkins (1961) and Jenkins and Watts (1968, p280)

suggest an empirical procedure to determine a

suitable value for M. The estimates are computed

for a range of values of M, beginning with M small.

This gives a large bandwidth, and a smooth estimate

which may conceal features of the spectrum. As M is

increased, details of the spectrum should emerge,

until with M large, the variance of the estimator

swamps any significant detail. It is suggested that

three spectra should be presented, to try to bracket

the true spectrum. Since increasing M gives a

spectral window whose bandwidth decreases, the

procedure is called window closing.

This procedure reflects the asymptotic behaviour of

an estimate when N — ^00, M — >00, but ^/N — 0, as

in Theorem 5 of Chapter 3. The window gets narrower

tending to a S’ - function, which will give an unbiased

estimate. However, since N is, in fact, fixed, the
Mvariance (proportional to /N) does not decrease as M 

is increased but actually increases. Neave (1971) gives 

formulae for the variance which more accurately reflect 

this situation, where M/N O  . Alternatively

the choice of truncation point can be viewed as a way 

of incorporating prior knowledge of the smoothing of 

the true spectral density.

The other approach to choosing the truncation point 

aims to control the bandwidth (or some other bias- 

related property) or the variance (or some other variance- 

related property).
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In this case, experimental design considerations 

allow straight-forward calculation of the required 

sample size N, the sampling interval, and 

truncation point M.

The analysis of lag window generators by Neave 

(1971) throws additional light upon the interaction 

between the window shape and truncation point.

The peak which the derivative of the lag window 

generator should exhibit for moderate values of k 

should also move towards the origin as M increases. 

This is so for the "good” generators, including the 

equally weighted periodogram.
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CHOOSING A SPECTRAL ESTIMATOR

6.1 Introduction

There are two main approaches to the problem of choosing 

a spectral estimator. The first concentrates on the 

statistical properties of the estimator, and has received 

most attention in the statistical literature, (eg the 

Journals of the Royal Statistical Society, and 

Technometrics). The second approach emphasises the 

actual behaviour of an estimator, such as the effect of 

sidelobes in the neighbourhood of peaks, and most of 

this work is published in the engineering literature, 

especially the Transaction of the IEEE on Acoustics, 

Speech, and Signal Processing (formerly Audio-acoustics), 

Communications, and Instrumentation and Measurement. The 

second approach is closely related to the analysis of • 

deterministic signals or steady-state control systems, 

where statistical aspects are of secondary importance, if 

any. Other writers have drawn similar distinctions, 

including Whittle (1957), Yuen (1979b), Kwatra (1979), 

in a review of Otnes and Enochson (1978). Kwatra calls 

the two approaches "time series analysis" and "digital 

signal processing". Both of these approaches can be 

helpful in the choice of a spectral estimator, to an 

. extent which depends upon the nature of the spectrum, 

and the purpose of the estimate.

From another viewpoint, a second dichotomy arises. This 

is between the direct method (linear smoothing, ie 

tapers applied to the data, followed by direct 

calculation of the periodogram) and the indirect method
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(quadratic smoothing, ie smoothing applied to the 

autocovariance ot periodogram) .

In general, the direct method has been associated with 

the "engineering" approach, and the indirect method with 

the "statistical" approach. This may be ascribed to the 

calculation methods available to the two groups before 

modern digital computers. "Engineers" were familiar with 

anologue computers which could calculate Fourier 

transforms of continuous series in real time, and with 

equipment such as filters, communication systems, and 

control systems. For "statisticians", working with hand 

calculators, the indirect method was the only 

computationally feasible route to an estimate of the 

spectrum. Yuen (1978, 1979b) has recently made independent 

comments about the controversy between direct (or 

linear) estimates, and indirect (quadratic) estimates.

The two approaches and the two methods can be reconciled. 

The engineering approach, which concentrates on the 

behaviour of the estimator when applied to particular 

types of spectrum, is examining the source of the 

estimator’s bias (eg Geckinli and Yavuz, 1978). Although 

Thomson 0.977a) claims that there is a "primary 

uncertainty between resolution and bias", the discussion 

of bias-related properties in section 5.2 makes it clear 

that resolution, (in so far as it is a property of the 

smoothing rather than the spectrum - Jenkins (1961)) is 

no more than a particular aspect of the bias. It is 

determined, as are all bias-related properties, by the
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diagonal W(X, ) of the generalised spectral

window. In this sense, the statistical approach subsumes 

the engineering approach. The reconciliation of the 

direct and indirect methods is the subject of the 

remainder of this chapter.

6.2 The role of the generalised window

The general spectral estimator constructed in section 

3.5 includes the direct or linear method, with or without 

segmentation, and the indirect or quadratic method. The 

equivalence of the two calculation routes, via the 

periodogram and via the autocorrelation, was also 

demonstrated there, and amplified in section 5.4.4.1. It 

remains to examine the effect upon the properties of the 

estimator of each type of smoothing: tapering, tapering 

with segmenting, lag weighting. These properties are 

determined by the generalised smoothing window

Cx̂  or W  C X ) (X, P).

Prewhitening and recolouring operations are excluded in this

chapter, so that the generalised windows have the forms

given in Chapter 3, equations (3.10) and (3.13)

W (,\ " V\/  ̂ X-'K/ X -^ ) .

This makes it possible to plot the shapes of the windows, 

because therestricted forms have essentially only two 

parameters. However, the calculation methods apply equally 

well to the unrestricted windows W  jÙ.
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The general shape of a time domain window 

resulting from the application of a taper only is shown 

in fig 6.1. The weight applied to is b^, where

(b^) is the taper used, so the shape will be completely 

symmetric, with the windows falling evenly to zero 

around its perimeter. If no taper is used but a lag 

window is applied, the weight give to is ,

where (d^) is the lag window. This is illustrated in 

fig 6.2, for a sinx/x - type window equivalent to a 

Daniel periodogram estimator, showing that along lines 

t - s = constant, the window is constant.

The combined effect, of a taper and lag window, is 

shown in fig 6.3.

The shape of the window resulting from segmentation is more 

complicated. As Yuen (1979b) has also pointed out, the 

weights do not simply add up in the overlapping region to 

cancel out the effect of the taper. Indeed, if they did 

then an equally simple-minded approach would argue that 

the effort expended was thus wasted.

The actual window is given by

where  ̂k  \ ^  fc4D *L à s t'-f'D
S+b-L < s+^3

K segments, each of length L_ , starting D pointy apart 

N = L  + (K -1)D = total number of points.

In the (t,s) plane squares bounded by (kD,kD), (kD+L,tD),
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Fig 6.2 S h a p e  of w i n d o w  w, 
Lag w i n d o w  only
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Fig 6.3 S h a p e  of w i n d o w  w^^
T a p e r  a n d  lag weights
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(kD, kD+L) and (kD+L, kD+L) correspond to the Ch-vO 

segment. The segments overlap by a length L-D; in the 

non-overlapping part of each segment, has the 

general shape of fig 6.1. Fig 6.4 gives a contour plot 

of the i+ïV prolate window recommended by Thomson 

(1977) and others, together with the two diagonal cross 

sections

 ̂ tr — —' S .

The bias is determined by the sum

- 7! w' ( 4 - 0

or

The function is plotted for the four cases (taper,

lag weights, taper + lag weights, and segmented/tapered 

in fig 6.5.

6.3 Equal bias comparisons

Koopmans (1974) asserts that

"It is evident that a substantial reduction in 

sidelobe distortion can be achieved by tapering 

with only a modest loss in resolution". (p308). 

"The loss of degrees of freedom for tapered series 

(has) compensating advantages from the viewpoint 

of bias". (p302).

These two quotations represent the argument which is 

widely advanced in favour of tapering. The intention is
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to obtain a reduction in bias, for moderate increase 

in variance. The bias characteristics are also 

modified, trading off side lobe leakage against 

resolution in the main lobe.

However, the assertions about the benefits of tapering 

have been largely supported by intuition and empirical 

evidence, rather than analysis, eg Otnes and Enochson 

(1972). Some writers have adduced similar evidence 

against the use of tapers, eg Edge and Liu (1970), but 

this paper, as Yuen (1978, 1979b) has also recognised, 

is unsatisfactory in that the authors are not comparing 

the best estimates which can be produced by the two 

approaches.

It is interesting to compare this controversy with that 

surrounding the choice of a forecasting method.

Makridakis and Hibon (1979) and discussion reported 

following the paper’s presentation is a recent attempt 

to resolve the primary controversy between simple, 

automatic forecasting methods and the complex auto

regressive - moving average methods of Box and Jenkins (1970) 

The difficulty in comparing forecasting methods is to 

define, in quantitative terms, a measure of the quality 

of a forecast which is sufficiently flexible to encompass 

all of the objective and subjective considerations. Even 

if such a quantity could be formulated, the optimum 

method could only be deduced with the additional knowledge 

of the process being forecast, and this is (essentially) 

the object being estimated. Precisely this difficulty has
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thwart ed the attempts to define optimal spectral 

estimators, from Lomnicki and Zaremba (1957) onwards.

The method of comparative evaluation suggested here is 

based upon the observation that the bias is completely 

determined by the shape of the function w'^, for any 

smoothing procedure. Fixing this shape, comparisons can 

be made upon the basis of equal bias, rather than equal 

bandwidth, truncation point or variance.

However, a given window shape cannot necessarily be 

achieved by all the methods.

For any taper, a lag window with the same bias exists. 

Defining

ttEtv
gives a lag window

i t  = ' /CW- \ \ »0  Z

with the same bias. On the other hand, a real taper 

equivalent to a given lag window (d̂ )̂ exists only if the 
Fourier transform of the lag window and taper,

-DC X ) =  %  , B C x i  - I  k t

are related by

which requires DCx) real and non-negative. D( X ) is real, 

if d^ is symmetric, but not necessarily non-negative (eg
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Tukey window). Lag windows with non-negative windows are 

often preferred as they cannot generate negative spectral 

estimates, and this shows that a further property of such 

windows is that they generate the same bias as some taper 

( \)̂) . With the exception of lag windows with D( X ) <  0, 

it follows that on grounds of bias, there is no particular 

advantage in either form of smoothing.

Segment averaging gives an equivalent lag window which is 

truncated at the segment length D, and thus is equivalent 

to some lag window with the same truncation point. However, 

lag windows with truncation points greater than D have 

no equivalent segmented window.

The combination of a lag window and taper can also be 

replaced by another lag window, without affecting the 

bias. The equivalent lag window is

Control of bias should be the primary consideration* 

putting variance first gives

"a precise estimator of the wrong quantity"

(Neave, 1970)

However, when comparing estimators with identical bias the 

variance is the discriminating factor; this is examined 

next.

6.4 Variance performance

It has been shown that the bias generated by the smoothing 

can be characterised by the equivalent lag window, the 

function W . Unfortunately, no such convenient
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characterisation of the variance, independent of 

the true spectrum, exists apart from the general 

window itself.

It is therefore necessary to resort to calculations 

of the variance resulting from different forms of 

smoothing which generate the same bias. Calculations 

cannot prove that one approach is better than 

another in all circumstances, but they may answer (by 

counter example) the following questions:

(a) Is one procedure always better than the other?

If this is not the case, exploration of 

typical cases ban then attack the question:

(b) Which approach is best for a given problem?

Both questions have been debated for many years. An 

early significant contribution is a result in Grenander 

and Rosenblatt (1957, pl23) where it is shown that for 

a linear process, an asymptotically unbiased 

spectrograph (ie quadratic or lag window) estimator 

exists which has an asymptotic variance no greater than 

that of any other second-order asymptotically unbiased 

estimator. In spite of this result, Welch (1967), following 

up Welch (1961) proposed the use of a segmented tapered 

estimate, which allowed the exploitation of the newly 

discovered Fast Fourier transform algorithm. Sloane (1969) 

analytically compared the bias and variance of tapered and 

lag-windowed estimators for white noise, concluding that

"linear modification should only be employed with 

deliberation and, perhaps experimentally to 

data that may be suspected to be signal-like".
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Otnes and Enochson (1972, p283) contradict Sloane on the 

grounds of their experience, and Godfrey (1974) supports 

this view. Edge and Liu (1970) reported computational 

experience which was claimed to show that the lag 

window approach was superior. However, as Yuen (1978) 

has commented their conclusion is unsound because the 

formulation of their indirect estimator did not take 

advantage of all the information in the data. Yuen 

proposes that an estimator using both quadratic and 

linear modification, calculated through Fourier 

transforms with enough points to preserve all the 

information, combines the best of both approaches. In 

Yuen (1979b) a strong attack upon the inappropriate 

use of linear modification by "engineers" is made: he 

comments that

"there is no simple relation between the 

linearly windowed estimate and the true spectrum - 

attempts at deriving such a relationship usually 

produce complex equations which are far from 

informative".

Thomson (1977) also comments on the relationship between 

the bias due to a taper and the equivalent lag window, 

but merely notes that the other properties differ.

The equations presented in Chapter 4 give a very 

informative view of the bias characteristics of estimators 

It must be conceded that those for the variance give less 

insight, although they do provide formulae from which 

calculations can be carried out. The rearrangement of the 

summations in section 4.5 reduces the computational
3problem to order N operations.
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The special cases below show that neither estimator 

is always better. Although many authors suggest 

linearly modified estimators with no quadratic smoothing 

addition of quadratic smoothing does, in most cases, 

improve the estimator (Yuen 1978). The comparisons are, 

therefore, of estimators with linear and quadratic 

modifications, against quadratic modifications giving 

the same bias.

6.5 Processes used in the comparison 

White noise

This process is a series of independent variâtes X^^with 

unit variance. The autocovariance function is

^ k “  ̂̂  ^
- O  otherwise

Thus var^%(X)] = %  ̂  from (4.16)or (4.17).

For a linearly and quadratically modified estimator.

For the equivalent quadratic estimator.

Now ( l/(N-\k|) ( 1 with equality
iff b^= b, t = 0,1,...,N-1, for some constant b.

Thus for a white noise process, whatever quadratic

modification is used with linear modification, there is

an estimator with quadratic modification only which has

the same bias, but smaller variance. This extends the
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results in Sloane (1969) by including quadratic 

modification in the linearly modified estimator.

Question (a) is not answered by this example, but 

it is a particular case of both the next two 

examples, and has the advantage of analytical 

tractability.

First order moving average MA. (1)

This process may be generated from a white noise process 

with unit variance (eg Chatfield, 1975, p41) by

The autocovariance function is

I k ̂  O

» O  otherwise

The process is stationary for all values of%, but ç, is

restricted to (-0.5,0.5). The process reduces to a white

noise process if =0.

First order autoregressive process AR (1)

This process may be generated from a white noise process 

with variance (l -xj*) (eg Chatfield, 1975 p44) by

Yfc. = o<, Xfc.., +- %
The autocovariance function is

Ç s ®<, , h. ̂  0, î: .

and the process is stationary if <  1. The process

reduces to a white noise process if = 0.
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Second order autoregressive process AR(2)

This process may be generated from a white noise process 

with variance \ (eg Jenkins

and Watts, 1968, p48, pl64, p229) by

X f  ■= + X-
If -V ^ O  the autocovariance is

= ( T f , - Hi'^'^/CTr,-Ti) , k = o,±i,...
where and %  are the roots +- \J ') of

- <>̂ vp <si-L = O  

if t T. <  O, the autocovariance is

~ R S»(A ( 6ok  ̂ h. * P, ̂
where

Côs w  - ^  I I%R
ban  ̂ kdrtUî

T 4-R'
The process is stationary if 

c<, ¥ < 1
o( , - Wv > ~\

> “ 1
and has a peaked spectrum if | o<', (1 - ) 1 < \ (f- c<i I.

Spectra of the processes

Figures 6.6 shows the typical shapes of the spectra of 

these processes. For positive (negative) values of and 

the AR(1) and MA.(1) spectra have most of their mass at low 

(high) frequencies. For the parameter values chosen in 

figure 6.6, the AR(2) process has a peaked spectrum. 

Although the spectra of the AR(1) and MA(1) processes are 

broadly similar for corresponding parameter values, their 

autocovariance functions are dissimilar, with the MA(1) 

autocorrelation vanishing for Ikl >1. Using these processes, 

the effect of the shape of the spectrum on the difference
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between the variances of the tapered and equivalent 

estimators will be considered.

6,6 Smoothing used in the comparison

The factors affecting the smoothing are:

(a) Sample length N

(b) Truncation point M

(c) Taper shape

(d) Lag window shape

A base case was chosen with N=50, M=10, 10% cosine 

taper, Tukey window, and AR(1) process, to establish the 

effect of each factor.

Provided that N is sufficiently large to avoid numerical 

inaccuracies due to the coarse scale, the sample length 

should not be an important factor. Asymptotically, Theorem 

6 in section 4.2.2 shows that the variances of the tapered 

and equivalent estimators both tend to zero as N ->00, so 

their difference also does. Any differences between the 

two will therefore be most evident at moderate values of 

N. Computation for the base case suggested that values of 

N = between 50 and 100 gave qualitatively similar results 

(figure 6.7). A value of N = 50 was therefore chosen to 

limit the computing time required.

The effect of different truation points M on a lag 

windowed estimator has been considered in section 5.4.4.3. 

Variations of M affect, the width of the ridge in shown 

in figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, but its interaction with the 

taper does not significantly affect the comparison (figure 

6.8). M was therefore taken as 0.2N, which is in the middle 

of the range used by Neave (1971) for investigating short 

series.
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The main effects upon the difference between the 

variances of the tapered and equivalent estimators will 

be due to the taper and lag window shapes. The taper 

shapes in figures 5.2a and b either taper the ends of 

the data only (eg 10% cosine taper), or significantly 

modify the whole length of the data (eg 4Tl. prolate).

When a 10% cosine taper is combined with a lag window, 

the resulting equivalent lag window is similar to the 

unmodified lag window (figure 6.5a). The 4"Tl • prolate 

taper, however, without any lag window, gives an equivalent 

lag window similar to the Tukey window with M = 0.5N 

(figures 6.5b).

The Tukey and Parzen lag windows are similar in shape 

and have similar effects upon the variance, but the lag 

window corresponding to smoothing of the periodogram 

(figure 5.3a) is not similar to either.

Since tapers are particularly recommended when the 

estimator is calculated by smoothing the periodogram, the 

lag window corresponding to this type of smoothing is 

included in the comparison.

6.7 Comparisons

A computer program was written to calculate the expected 

value and variance for any combination of taper and lag 

weighting, for the processes described above. The program 

asks the user to select the smoothing and process through an 

interactive dialogue, and then prints the mean and variance 

for that estimator and for the equivalent lag weighted 

estimator (see example). The program is written in FORTRAN, 

and has been developed on a PDPll/34 under RSX-llM.

The algorithm for calculating the variance given in section
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Calculation of mean and variance for spectral estimator

Results to printer ? NO 
Results to file ? NO 
Full print of results ? NO

Title ? Example run

No of points for sample data 
No of points for freeuency ran.de 
Starting value for frequency 
Increment in frequency

7 20 
7 3 
7 0*0 
7 0*5

Process
MA(1), AR1(2) or AR2(3) ? 2 
No of points for rho(l) ? 3 
Starting value for rho(l) ? - * 7 
Increment in rho(l) ? *7

Smoothing
Taper * None(0)y cosine arch(l);
4pi prolate(2) or I-s«uared(3) ? 1 
No o-f points tapered 7 3
Lad window ♦ None(0)y sinx/x(l) ysihX**2(3)p 
Bartlett(4)p Tukey(5)p Farzen(6)p I**2(7) 7 5 
Truncation point ? 5

EXAMPLE OF DIALOGUE WITH PROGRAM
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34.4.4 is used, giving a run time proportional to N 

per frequency point, but if the process has an 

autocorrelation function which vanishes for M<k<N, 

or the smoothing has a truncation point M < N, the run 

time is correspondingly reduced. The shortest case of 

the twelve given below (SI,PI) took about 1 minute, and 

the longest (82,P4) about 40 minutes. These times could 

be reduced by applying the Fast Fourier transform, but 

this would require more storage space than was available.

The results of the program were verified by hand checking

for small sample lengths, and by comparison with the 

known results for the bias and variance of spectral 

estimators.

The comparisons made used a sample length of 50, and 

calculated the means and variances of the estimators at 

7 equally spaced points in (0,*Tt ). Three smoothing methods 

were used:

: 10% cosine taper and Tukey lag window,

S^ : 10% cosine taper and periodogram window

band width 0.837.

: 4TÎ prolate taper with no lag window.

Each combination was tested on four processes:

White noise

^2 AR(1), = 0.7

^3 MA(1), P,= 1

^4 AR(2), 1, -0.5
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The estimators were normalised to give unbiased estimates 

for a white noise process.

The mean value, variances of the tapered and equivalent 

estimators, and the ratio of the variances are given in 

Tables 6.1a, b,c for frequencies X=0, 0.524, and 2.618.

The frequency 0.524 is near to the peak of the AR(2) 

spectrum P^, and at X =2.618 the spectra P^, Pg and P^ 

are all small so the three frequencies show typical 

results. The variation with frequency of the means, variances, 

and variance ratio for the case (S^, P^) is plotted in fig 6.9 

This example is also typical of the variation with frequency 

in the other cases.

6.8 Conclusions

1 All the examples show the behaviour expected from

Chapter 4. The variance at ^ =0 and TT is 

approximately double that at neighbouring frequencies, 

and elsewhere is proportional to

2 The estimators using smoothing and have

similar means, variances, and variance ratios. The

4 TT prolate taper smoothing has smaller bias than 

or S^, but larger variance.

3 The variance of the tapered estimator exceeds the

variance of the equivalent lag windowed estimator by 

5-7% when the true specturm is large. The difference 

is, like the variance, largest where the spectrum is 

largest. When the spectrum is small, the tapered 

estimator is better, but since the variance is then 

also small, the improvement is outweighed by the 

increased variance elsewhere.
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4 The i+TT prolate tapered estimator achieves

good leakage suppression, particulary for the 

AR(2) process which has a peak. However, if it 

is applied as the equivalent lag window, the same 

leakage suppression is achieved with a reduction of 

variance by a factor of 2 - 2.5.

The practical implication is that rather than tapering the 

data when calculating an estimator, it is better to apply a 

lag window equivalent to the intended taper.This gives the 

same bias properties, but smaller variance where the spectrum 

is large. Where it is small, the tapered estimator is better, 

and should be used for that part of the spectrum if accurate 

estimates are required.
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ESTIMATION AFTER A NONLINEAR INSTANTANEOUS TRANSFORMATION

7.1 Introduction

An important type of data modifications is the 

instantaneous or memoryless transformation of the data.

Some applications of this type of data modification are 

the elimination of distortion in measured signals, 

reduction of computational effort by various forms of 

quantization, and the characterisation of a non-linear 

system. This chapter is mainly concerned with whether it 

is possible to recover an estimate of the autocovariance, 

and hence spectrum, and with the statistical properties 

of such an estimator.

The problem is formulated as follows. An input process 

with probability distribution functions 

X.jXa, is subjected to a transformation Ç*

which gives an output process (Vt) with

K  -  F ( X t )

Given observations on the output process, what can be 

inferred about the input process?

Many simplifying assumptions must be introduced to make 

progress with this problem. The basic assumptions are 

that the input process (X^) is strictly stationary, so 

that the characteristics of the input process are 

invariant under time shifts. The observed quantities 

will be the first and second order moments of the output 

process, the autocovariance and spectrum. The 

transformation must be a known real function in the class 

©f functions LgiCP) which satisfy

O  <  ^ Ç^Cx')ciP(x) <
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Since this assumption corresponds to the physical 

property of finite power in the output process, it 

must always be satisfied in practice.

Further assumptions are required to establish 

particular results. The most common is that the 

input process is Gaussian, or has cumulants of order 

4 or more which are negligible, thus being approximately 

Gaussian. The input process is assumed to have zero 

mean, to simplify the covariance expressions, and to have 

unit variance. Masry and Cambanis (1978) deals with the 

estimation of the variance after a transformation, which 

will allow this normalisation. Other assumptions are 

given in section 7.5.1.

7.2 Outline of Results

The first problem considered is whether an estimator of
-te

the autocovariance of the input process can be recovered 

from the autocovariance of the output process. This 

problem is attacked by considering the function M(^), 

defined by

HĈ ) = E [f = jj Ç(xc')f(xOdP(x,;Xzj ç)
( 7 0 )

where (3 is the correlation between X , and X% • If the 

input process is Gaussian, or nearly so, then M(^) is 

a function of ̂  only, and not of higher order moments. 

Together with the mean E [ fC?0] , characterises

the output process. Cambanis and Masry (1978) gives a 

comprehensive discussion of this particular problem.

The function M ( ^) is known if p is known, and the
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covariance<T('C') of the transformed process can be 

estimated from the data available. Reconstruction of 

the covariance of the original process  ̂ (tr) requires 

the existence of an inverse function F (a*) such 

that F ( ) = Ç . If this inverse is not unique,

additional information on is required to allow

reconstruction. Cambanis and Masry show which combinations 

of transformations and covariance functions allow the 

reconstruction of ç('Cr) from O'('tr).

The second problem is to determine the asymptotic mean 

and variance of the spectral estimators based on the 

reconstructed covariance. Rodermich (1966) gives these 

results for any odd, bounded, non-decreasing transformation. 

The magnitudes of the error terms in his asymptotic 

formulae depend upon the regularity conditions imposed 

on the spectral density.

The third problem is to determine the asymptotic 

distribution of the estimator. Brillinger (1968) shows that, 

for the transformation y = sgn(x), the estimator is 

asymptotically Normal. Conditions are applied to the 

covariance function, and the lag weighting sequence. The 

results are for a bivariate process.

In this chapter some preliminary tools and techniques, 

which will be used in later results, are first described. 

Next, conditions from Cambanis and Masry (1978) which 

allow the reconstruction of an estimator are reviewed. The 

asymptotic moments and distribution of the recovered 

estimator are then investigated, by extending results of
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Brillinger (1968) and Rodemich (1966) to more general 

transformations. A weakness in Brillinger’s proof of a 

corollary is also remedied. The chapter concludes by 

emphasising the practical importance of this type of 

transformation.

7.3 Some Tools and Techniques

7.3.1 Hermite polynomials

Work on non-linear transformations frequently requires 

the evaluation of expectations of products of the 

transformed variables. Expansion of the transformation 

in terms of polynomials orthogonal with respect to the 

probability density often gives concise expressions for 

the results, convenient statements of the assumptions, 

and a recipe for calculating the resulting quantities.

For a Gaussian process, the appropriate polynomials are 

the Hermite polynomials. The first use of these 

polynomials for this type of problem is attributed to 

Barrett and Lampard (1955) by Granger and Newbold (1976) . 

Other examples of their use are in Hannan (1970, p82) , 

Fenton (1977) and Cambanis and Masry (1978).

The properties of Hermite polynomials which will be 

used here are given below. Further properties are described 

in Granger and Newbold (1976). Proofs of these 

relationships may be found in, for example, Hochstadt 

(1971, p 53-54).
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By definition,E L  H^v) H « w 3  5^ H„WHnU)e'''''^clx . J o ,n 4m
Also

E{_H n - O  J A >  o  «
Explicitly,

e

where tn/2l is the integer part of n/2. 
If E.C <  Co then

G  C>0 = %  os Hs(x) 
j

The convergence is in mean square. 

The co-efficients are given by

or E  L ft.)]

if the derivative exists.

4 If X  and y  are jointly Normal, with mean 0, 

variance 1, covariance , then

E  C f W G C y ) ]  . 1  Oj^V-e
*)■>/'£>

5 Price's theorem; : Price (1958)

Under suitable conditions on

ElF'Wf'Cy)] ' ^ELGWRy],
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7.3.2. Cumulants

A convenient method of proving that an asymptotic 

distribution is Normal is to show that all the 

cumulants of order greater than 2 vanish

asymptotically; this is a unique characteristic 

of the Normal distribution. This is usually 

easier than proving properties about the moments 

directly. Cumulants may be defined by using the 

characteristic function of the distribution,

r n
cf) ^ t  L e  J

The moments E I. are given by

where is the coefficient of

(l) kkT in the Taylor series

expansion of about the origin.

The cumulant is then defined as the coefficient of 

(0 bye, in the Taylor series expansion

of log cj) about the origin.

The properties described below are used in the 

proofs in this chapter. Further properties are given 

in Brillinger (1975, p 19) and Kendall and Stuart 

(1955, p67)
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Explicitly

Cum Xwl = ( E T T X3)...(rrr h )
JÉ:V,

where the summation extends over all partitions 

( , Vj,) k = 1, of (l,...,k).

A partition ,y,̂) of (1,... ,k) has the

property that each of (1,... ,k) occurs exactly 

once in the sets ,Vi, ». • j •

This relates the cumulants to sums of products 

of moments.

If any group of Xj^s are independent of the 

remaining variables, then cum (X,̂ .,,̂ X̂ ) = 0.

If the joint distribution of (X^,.^X^) is 

multivariate Normal, then all cumulants of 

order greater than two are zero.
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7.3.3 Some Graph Theory

Graph theory has been extensively used in the theory 

of electrical networks, and in scheduling and routing 

problems. Two references which concentrate on the 

mathematical theory are Seshu and Reed (1961), and 

Maxwell and Reed (1971) . For the present purpose, a 

graph is taken to be a set of k nodes or vertices, 

which are labelled l,2j. ..,k, and ̂  links or edges, 

which join them. There may be a direction associated 

with each link, in which case it is said to leave 

one node and enter another. The orientation of the 

graph is unspecified, as are the lengths of the links 

and the angles between them.

There are two ways of specifying ci graph, both of 

which uniquely determine its structure, and are there

fore equivalent. The first is the incidence matrix L, 

which specifies the nodes joined by each link, having 

a row for each link and a column for each vertex. The

elements of L are defined by
^ \ if link i enters vertex j I It
. if link i leaves vertex j 7
_ O  otherwise J j

The second way is the vertex matrix V, which specifies

which vertices are linked, having both a row and column

for each vertex. The elements V.. of V are defined byij

= I if there is a link leaving
vertex i and entering vertex j ,
or 1 = J

= "^if there is a link leaving
vertex j and entering vertex i

Q  ot)ierwise
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For example, the incidence and vertex matrices of the

are

L =

, which has k 4 vertices and p = 5 links,

•1 I 0 O V  = "1 1 -1 d

0 \ O -\ \ 1 '
o O I -i i 1
O  O A

-1 -1 1_\ 0 -\ O _ o

Of course, the rows and columns of L and V'can be 

rearranged, corresponding to a renumbering of the 

vertices and links of the graph.

The property of a graph which is of interest here is 

that of connectivity. A graph is said to be connected 

if there is a path along the graph between every pair 

of vertices (ignoring the directions). A particular 

case of a connected graph is a tree, which has one 

fewer links than the number of vertices, and therefore 

has no closed loops. There are simple conditions on 

L and V which are necessary and sufficient to ensure 

that the graph they represent is connected. The first
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is that if£ V cannot be rearranged so that it has block 

diagonal structure, then the graph is connected. This 

is evident from the definitions. Secondly, iff L 

has rank k-1, the corresponding graph is connected.

This is proved in e.g. Seshu & Reed (1961, p63) .

These properties of a graph and its link and vertex 

matrices will be used to give a simple exposition of 

the results on the cumulants of sets of random 

variables, given in lemma lb* and corollary.

7.4 Reconstruction of the Covariance

The possibility of reconstruction of the covariance 

after the transformation y = sgn(x) is well known.

In this case, M(ç) = l/K arcsin (ç), which can be 

easily inverted. Rodemich (1966) in lemma 3 proves that 

for any odd, monotonie transformation f(x) which is 

0 (x^) as I X 1 — > oo for some fixed n, the function 

M (^) exists. It is an odd, continuous, increasing 

function, and can therefore also be inverted.

A wider description of the circumstances in which 

M(^) can be inverted is given in Cambanis and Masry 

(1978). Their results, which will be summarised here, 

define the combinations of transformation and covariance 

function which allow reconstruction of the

original covariance. For these results, the transformation 

must satisfy E [. ("CxT] < <^ . This is equivalent to assuming 

finite average output power from the transformation, which 

must be met in practice.
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7.4.1 Conditions on the Transformation

These conditions determine whether all covariance functions 

can be reconstructed from a given transformation.

1 If ^  0, Içl ^ 1, then reconstruction

is possible for all input covariances because the inverse 

function ¥(&) exists and is unique for 1 cr1< \ .

An expression for M^(ç) can be obtained from property 

4 of Hermite polynomials,

from which it follows that M^(ç) > 0 if â  =0, j=2,4,,.%

i.e. if f (x) is odd, apart from a constant. By property 

5 of Hermite polynomials (Price's theorem), M (^)> 0 

if f(x) is monotonie*. In general, M (^) >  0 if the 

transformation satisfies

o:j\ J>0

which implies that the odd part of f(x) dominates the even 

part.

2 If f(x) = 1 a<x<b

= 0 X  < a or X  >b

then f (x) = Prob ( Xc [a,b] ) . In this case M'(ç ) > 0  

if the interval [a,b] is sufficiently far from symmetric 

about x=0. Figure 7.1 adapted from Fig 1 of Cambanis 

and Masry (1978) shows the region of the tla,V>3 plane 

where this holds. The allowable region includes only
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intervals whose centres lie outside region 

II in the diagram. As the centre moves towards

Zero, the allowable width decreases.
In principle, this type of transformation 

could be expressed as a Hermite polynomial 

expansion, and equation (7.2) would then 

lead to the same conclusion.

7.4.2 Conditions on the range of the covariance

These conditions restrict the range of values taken 

by ^(r) so that, for a given transformation cx 

unique reconstruction is still possible.

1 From proposition 1 of Cambanis and Masry (1978), 

for any transformation M (ig) > 0 for Ç >

Ço 4 O. If the range of £ (r) is within 

( Ço) I )» then M'(ç ) > 0  on the required 

subset of L“l,lD, and unique inverse F 

exists.

2 If is analytic for 't̂ cC.OyCo) and 

positive for t r a <  b, then ç('C) 

can be reconstructed by analytic continuation 

from the function reconstructed on Co,b) as in 

1. In particular, this is true if the process 

has a rational spectral density, or the 

covariance vanishes outside a finite interval.

7.4.3 Conditions on the smoothness .of the covariance

If the range of includes points where M^(^) = 0,

say 0  >Ç'o>ç» • “ > , the inverse function F is not

single valued, and hence the reconstructed covariance 

is not unique. The problem is illustrated by fig 7.2, 

adapted from fig 2 of Cambanis and Masry (1978) . As 

all continuous covariance functions are positive for
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Igl sufficiently small, the reconstruction can 

begin at and proceed along B, for increasing 

V  until the first zero of M is reached. 

The problem is then to decide which branch of F (a) 

to follow.

Generally for T" such that ç ('t) =

and the reconstruction proceeds along B2, until a 
turning point of o-is reached. Proceeding to the 

next value of T such that = Çj for some j,

the procedure may be repeated. Provided that the 

values of ^Ct) at its stationary points are not 

stationary values of M(^), the reconstruction can 

proceed uniquely. For the exceptional cases,

Cambanis and Masry (1978) give conditions on 

derivatives of the covariance function ç(Tr) at 

the stationary points of M(g) which allow the 

correct branch to be selected.

If, instead of smoothness properties, values of 

ç('C‘) are known at certain points where F is not 

unique, it may be possible to select the correct 

branch at each "C where M^(ç(t')) = 0.

7.4.4 Properties of the inverse function

The condition in section 7.4.2, which will also be 

used for theorem 1*, that ç (t ) > the largest

zero of M^(g) , ensures that F is analytic on the 

whole of S, the range oftf’(T). Since ^(o) = 1 > ^ ,  

and ^(T) > 0 for TT <T^ , F is always analytic on 

an open set including the point cr=l.

Furthermore, ifço<0, then as ç̂ ('C) —> 0 as
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the appropriate branch of for V  T^for

fome fixed T must be the branch used for small T .

F is therefore uniquely defined for the whole of 

C T  é (-T, > )} except for a bounded subset.

If = 0, then for large “C, the covariance cannot 

easily be reconstructed, and in particular, the 

derivative F*(o) which appears in theorem 1* does 

not exist. From (7.2), ^  = 0 iff the Hermite 

polynomial coefficient a, = 0, ie f(x) is 

approximately an even function for 1x1 small.

This agrees with the results for the function 

f(x) = (X 6 i n  section 7.4.1. If

= 0, the inverse function F is not uniquely 

defined on any arbitrarily small interval (-4, 

and hence there is no fixed T2 such that the 
covariance can be uniquely reconstructed for 
Z  >T„.

7.5 Asymptotic moments and distribution of estimators

The asymptotic distribution and exact moments of estimators of 

the spectral density without data transformations were 

given in Chapter 4. In this section, some corresponding 

results for estimators based on transformed data are 

given. These results extend work by Rodemich (1966) and 

Brillinger (1968) , which will be referred to as (R) and 

(B) respectively. (R) gave the asymptotic mean and 

variance for estimators after an odd, bounded, monotonie 

transformation. (B) proved that for a bivariate process 

with f(x) = sgn (x), the asymptotic distribution is 

Normal, with suitable smoothing applied to the estimator.
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The preceding section has described the conditions 

on Ç and f which allow an estimate of ç(T) , and hence 

the spectral density V(x) to be recovered. Under 

these conditions, and additional assumptions stated below, 

it will be shown that the asymptotic distribution of this 

estimator is Normal, with the mean and variance/covariance 

previously given by (R). The proofs of (B) and (R) are 

used where possible, and extended where necessary for 

the more general transformation.

The steps in the proof and corresponding lemmas and 

theorems in (B) are:

1 Establish that the cumulants of the transformed

process are absolutely integrable w.r.t. the 
qa 1 .

/ covariances bounded (Lemma 1 and Corollary).
A

2 Establish that the function M(^) has an analytic 

inverse E on the rahge of ç(f) . ((R) .lemma 3).

3 Relate the asymptotic moments and distribution of 

the recovered estimator to those of the estimator 

of the spectral density of the transformed process, 

using the properties of the cumulants and of F. 

(Theorem 1).

4 Show that the asymptotic distribution of the 

estimator of the spectral density of the transformed 

process is Normal, provided the cumulants of the 

transformed process are absolutely integrable. 

(Theorem 2).

5 Ebduce the asymptotic moments and distribution

of the recovered estimator of . (Theorem 3).
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The extensions required are:-

1 (B) lemma la shows that the cumulants

f X.», (-( XjJ)) are analytic functions of 

the covariances when f(x)=sgn(x). (B) lemma lb 

shows that a cumulant*s power series expansion 

is bounded by a sum of products of covariances 

with the subscripts of the covariances 

in each term satisfying a certain condition.

The absolute integrability of the cumulant is 

established in the corollary, using a change of 

variables based upon the condition on the 

subscripts established in lemma lb.

The lemma and its corollary are extended by lemma 1* 

below to any function which is OCx^) for some

n as l>4\— using an extension of (R) lemma 4, 

and (R) lemma 1. A stronger condition than 

Brillinger*s is established in lemma lb*, because 

his corollary does not follow from the condition 

established in (B) lemma lb.

2 For f(x) = sgi(x), the function F(x) is sin

which is analytic onL*“l,ll . This property is 

used in (B) Theorem 1, and must be established for 

the more general f. (R) Lemma 3 proves this for Ç('x) 

odd,monotonie,and O(X^) as Ixj— > 0 0 , Lemma 3*

below establishes the property for any transformation 

with E Î f (x)^J <OD , but only on the set (ço,ll 

where is the largest root of M  ̂(ç) = 0.

3 (B) Theorem 1 uses the explicit properties of F(x)

= sin(*ÏÏx/0» Theorem 1* below generalises the proof 

to require only that F is analytic on the range of

(CC).
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7.5.1 Notation and assumptions

Most of the notation is similar to that of the other 

chapters, but otherwise follows (B) and (R). The results 

are presented for a bivariate continuous time series. 

C'XiLb)) ' is the data sample for

variate j , j = 1,2. 

is the transformed sample.

^  ikCX)

W  C ü )  , - o o  < V  < oo

X  - OfO/r)

y. = f(x.).

are the true and sample cross- 

. covariance of aaJ

• lag r .

are the true spectrum of the 

untransformed process 

and its recovered estimator, 

are the true spectrum of the 

transformed process and 

its estimator, 

is a lag window, 

means 'of order ^/T in 

probability', ie given £>0,
a  T. vb. v t > T o ,
P ( U l  > t " )  < c.

The estimators considered are

CjwCx') = { u/CSrTr)e

.tXr-
j w  CBrt'i e  SjwC.x') A t
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(B) Assumption I

X j C O , 3 ) is a stationary, zero mean, continuous

in mean, continuous time parameter ( - < tr < co )

Gaussian process, with covariance function ^jkCr) jj,
/ /satisfying (9 )j (o) exists, and Ç^jCr)

absolutely integrable, (j=l,2).

This excludes processes near to white noise and near 

to deterministic processes. The condition that is

absolutely inti^rable ensures the existence of an 

integrable spectral density (Brillinger 1975, p23), 

which is required for (R) Lemma 2.

(B) Assumption II

The weighting function w l x ) , - c o s a t i s f i e s  

w(0) = 1, and w (t:). <  W(1 + iTl)  ̂  ̂for

some W, ^

(B) Assumption III is not used in this presentation of 

the results.

(B) Assumption IV

The weighting function w(c) , -co<V<oo^ is bounded and 
absolutely integrable.

Assumption IV is required for Theorem 2; the weaker 

assumption II is required for Theorem 1. Most common 

weighting functions satisfy these conditions.

Assumption V

The transformation f satisfies E = 0, E [

= 1, so that M ( ) are the covariances of the

transformed process. It follows that f may be expanded 

as a Hermite polynomial series f (x) = %  ^

convergent in mean square, and that M  ( is .

analytic on -1 4 ^ ̂  \ .
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This is a weaker form of (R) Hypothesis A(ii), which 

allows only odd, bounded, non-decreasing functions.

(B) uses the specific function - s^^Cx).

Assumption VI

The transformation f (x) is O(x^) as | y \ <z>.

7.5.2 Lemmas

Three lemmas from (R) are first stated in the appropriate 

form for the later results which use them. The lemmas 

establish the analytic properties of expectations of 

products of transformed variables, and bounds on the 

expectations. (R) lemma 4 is extended to a transformation 

satisfying f (x) = O(x^), instead of If (x) I <  6 *

These properties are then used to prove extensions of (B) 

lemma la, lb and corollary for f(x) = O(x^), instead 

of f(x) = sgn(x).

A version of (R) lemma 3 is proved for a transformation 

with E[f(x) J<tfo for a restricted range of covariance 

functions.

(R) Lemma 1

Let fCïr), %  « Ct,; Zn) be analytic in a convex 

region D containing the origin, with (p |  ^  M  

Let (TTkC^^') be a set of products of the such

that in the power series expansion of at

(0, . .t ,0), every term is divisible by one of the ^

If is a point whose J" - neighbourhood I %3 | <

n is in D, then I F W |  4 T  M  ^

where is the degree of

(R) Lemma 2

Under assumption I, there is a constant >  O  such
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that any m x m covariance matrix ( ^  ( t j - >

= < t',̂ ĥas its eigenvalues .

(R) Lemma 4

Suppose assumption I holds (which implies lemma 2), 

that assumption T  holds for f(x), and that |f(x)| ^  B.

Let 'A»;.., , be integers, of which only At,,

are distinct. Then there is an analytic function

^n,.,.Ap( ( ; Uk<3^<^'))

of ^q(q-l) complex variables such that

where y f (ŷ ,[t.>,)for some tn; .1,1 , and

M  n»... n|, depends only on the function f (x) and 

the coincidences in the sequence r\p. It is

analytic in the convex region Dp formed by the union of 

the regions

■ 1 = £ ^ , - - 2 : ^ ^  1 <  p L C S h J 3 / 4 p , U ^ < ) = S < b -

where ( ) is any positive definite symmetric q x q

matrix with I's along the diagonal, and p L  

is its minimum eigenvalue. In Dp,

Lemma 4* (Extension of (R) lemma 4)

(R) lemma 4 holds with the weaker condition that ÇCx)c OC/.̂ ).
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Proof

Rodemich establishes the analytic property of

M'fi, by proving the uniform convergence of the

integral defining the expectation. The bound obtained

I %

where Lj is the number of apperances of n|̂  ̂ among 

n. .„ n-, tj r ^(R ô] Ü,, and (R_) is the covarianceI » |is| Jtl "K
matrix of the distinct variables in the expectation, 

at the point

If lf(x)\ <T 6  ̂. then the terms y ̂ 

can be replaced by B^, as in (R) lemma 4. However, if 

tead Ç  - OC;c'') for some fixed n > o  thenins

l y H e : ) l <  b ‘' ‘ l t d " ' ' '

and the integral becomes

Each = 5  Rjk \ ̂ 3^ I < \p the integral
^ n ?  r  /  I IIS bounded by w , j ^

and the integral converges uniformly. Hence is

bounded in Dp.

Lemma 1(a)* (Extension of B lemma la)

Suppose assumptionsIjE and YI hold. Then the joint kth 

order cumulant
^  ; "•'• ) fC'kt')}

where Xj - ^  Lj = ( ) % may be extended as a

function of a complex vector variable ( ELxcxj^^ C<j>
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to be an analytic function in a convex region 

which includes the set E = > O; g^^real,

 ̂ j , and it is bounded in that region.

Proof

The cumulant is a finite linear combination of terms 

with factors such as

where each tj is one of (1 , ... ,k), and by

property 1 sec 7.3.3, of a cumulant. It is therefore

sufficient to prove that this is analytic in E.
*Applying lemma 4 , this is true on the union over ( 

of the sets

Dp (.ÇCj) = ( Çt3 1 - ecf I < [>L )J //fn)

where P L C is the minimum eigenvalue of
) and by (R) lemma 2 and assumption I, (J > 0.

Since there is an open set D p for every point (

in E, this union includes E, and the expectation is 

therefore analytic, hence bounded, on E.

Lemma lb (Extension of (B) lemma lb)

There exists a finite D > 0 such that in E,

1 cu/v'(pu\ - « t> ü  I çii.j.

Where the summation is over all subscripts i and jm m
satisfying

(ŝ) Lr>\ y 6 C ̂ ) “* )

(b) the graph of k vertices (l,„.jk) and (k-1)
links ((  ̂ ) , m = l,...jk-l) is connected.
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Comment

(B) lemma lb imposes the weaker condition ( b ) that 

l^-^j^and each of l,...,k appears in Li, ...  ̂3», - 'jk-» -
Proof

From Lemma 1 (a)^, the cumulant is an analytic function 

of f in a region including E, It is also bounded there, 

by M say. Therefore there is a convergent power series 

expansion for the cumulant in a neighbourhood of the origin.

^  L p ^ • •• ‘pjp

where each coefficient is taken to be non-zero. It will 

be shown that each term has a set of factors

whose subscripts satisfy the stated conditions. The form of 

the argument is similar to that in B, but a stronger 

result is deduced.

The origin is in E, so consider a particular term, 

indexed by ( ... , and the series (*) on the

subset of E on which all the not in this particular 

term are zero. On this subset, (*) reduces to the term 

chosen and any other terms which have index pairs chosen 

from ( /UjjO, .../Cp,3p) ), and it cannot be
identically zero on this subset. Hence the cumulant is 

not identically zero on this subset, and this implies that 

the variables ( X» ̂ , yX^) cannot be split into independent 

groups, i.e, the covariance matrix cannot be rearranged into 

block diagonal form. In particular, this implies that each 

of (l,.»t ,k) occurs in ( and p ^ k-1.
But if this covariance matrix cannot be in block diagonal 

form, then neither can the vertex matrix of the graph
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generated by links ), ..., ( ipy jp ), since their

non-zero elements occur in the same positions. Thus every 

term of (*) has a factor of a set of (k-\) ÇCjS with 

indices representing a connected k-vertex graph, and so 

every term in the power series expansion of the cumulant 

at the origin has a factor with this property. Lemma 1 

of R may now be applied to the cumulant to deduce that in 

a convex region containing E,

\cu« ( f-CO, 4  Dg F  H i

where the summation is over all indices chosen from (\, 

such that C ' l k - . r e p r e s e n t  a

connected graph, and F is chosen such that a 5"-neighbourhood 

of ̂ ^1,0 li®® : in the region. This implies that the result 

stated above holds in E.

Corollary 1

If CXi y is a bivariate zero-mean

stationary Gaussian process with E L  X̂ Clr') u )3 ~ O t

 ̂y ^  - \ J \  f ^ J1) (  ̂) and

then

- d ti CO

where jm = 1,2, m = l,...,k, k = 2,..., , and f(x)=0(x^).
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Proof

From lemma lb*, the integral is bounded by a finite 

linear combination of integrals of the form

• ̂  (Ti * *»

where each i^ is one of the > "A = ly , k̂, and 

t,̂  ̂ is the corresponding t^, with similar 

definitions for ly and

Applying the change of variables Up = t^^ - t:^ , 
p = l,...,k-l, and the hypothesis

J-'L t Çy,Cu)r<iu <  <50, 
the result is obtained, provided that the Jacobsan

of the transformation is non-zero and finite.

The subscript pairs ( ihj, y Hp), p = 1, ..., k-l,

represent the links of a graph with nodes 1,... ,k,
which is connected by Lemma l(b)^. Therefore the

incidence matrix of this graph has rank k-1. But

the determinant of the incidence matrix, with the

column corresponding to node k removed, is precisely

the same as the Jacobean of the transformation

VAp 3  ̂ ; which is therefore non-zero.

Comment on (B) Corollary 1

In Brillinger*s proof of his Corollary 1, he imposes 

the conditions

) M,y ... ) contain each of 1, ... , k,
and ^ M  p , )k'\,

This claimed to be sufficient to ensure that the Jacobean 

does not vanish, but for the case k = 5, the example 

m.ĵ =l, m_2=3, ^2=3, *^=4, M^=2, N2=4, M^=5, M^=5
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satisfies these conditions but has the corresponding 

Jacobean

7.5.3

\ -\ O O

0 O \ A

=  0

o o \ o
o 0 o  1

Thus the condition proved in lemma lb*, which is 

stronger than the condition in Brillinger*s lemma 

lb, is necessary.

Lemma 3*

If E[f^(x)] <<D , and M^(ç) > 0 for ^ *>po, ^*>o,

then M has an inverse which is analytic on (M(ç^),lJ^

Proof

The proof is immediate, as M(ç) has a convergent 

power series expansion on [-l,l] , and on ,]] has 

non-zero derivative. It therefore has an analytic inverse 

function on this interval.

Theorems

The first theorem relates the distribution of 

the recovered estimatori to that of y Che 

estimator of the spectral density of the transformed 

process. It generalises (B) Theorem 1 to cover any 

transformation with corresponding function F analytic on 

the range of the covariance function ç Ct ) .

Theorem 1* (Extension of (B) theorem 1)

Suppose assumptions I, II, V, VI hold and assume the 

additional condition that if M^(ç) >  0 for (p >  p©, 

where <. 0, then the covariance function ç(tt) satisfies

ç(r-) > 00* Then as T oo , —5> O  ̂ B*rT -3> oo^
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(a) E  C g-ik.C'D') Att + o C  Dt V  ^9
(b) co^ jcjy^OO, Cjv̂ Ĉv)] = F  % of U v  L 1- o ( ^ f W ’9
(c) C'ĵ ĈX')- Elc)kU)3 = f' (o) ( t
The error terms are unform in )* and v, and j,k,m,n = 1,2.

Proof

The subscripts j,k,m,n may be dropped, as they do not 

enter the proof.

F is analytic on the set S = ( p W ,  - «A<T"<oo), by lemma 3*

It may therefore be expanded as a Taylor series there, 

giving

F = FCo*) (.5 - CT̂ F Y 0-) + k_ (5-^f F'% )

where lies between S and cr. Noting that
<r(T)= ) and expanding F̂ Cfl") c. F^(ol +- <T ^

where r̂, lies between 0 and cr(l̂ , and hence in S, 

this gives

FCs) = FC(7) + l s - E W ) F ' W  + ( s - E I O ) ^ F " ( p , )  
— a -'tr /r  F ' ( o - )  + V U s -  a -y  F " ( p ) .

Substituting this into the definition of c ( ^  gives

c W  = C  Ç (-c) CO
Cs -  ETs])F 'C o) (.■>■)

^ o r C s - E I s ] ) f ' t 5 , )  U )
-  o-tr/r F'CO - (1̂)
+ VxC^-cry F^Ct)) ]  IT)

The first two terms gives the non-vanishing terms in (c).

The proof of (c) requires E [  , \U-\ and E L  I S"l]

each to be Parts (a) and (b) can then be

deduced from (c) .
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Brillinger’s proof of theorem 1 explicitly uses 

the function F^cr) = s i n w h i c h  corresponds 

to the transformation y = sgn(x). However, the proof , 

goes through if F* ( cr ) and F" ( c  ) are bounded, 

which follows from the analytic property of F for (TéS, 

Comments on theorem 1*

The joint conditions on M(^) and çC'c) ensure that F 

is unique and analytic on S, as discussed in section 

7.4,4. If these conditions are not satisfied, but 

the condition still holds (F’(0) exists),

an alternative estimator is available for which the 

theorem still holds. Missing values in the time 

domain were accomodated in section 5.4.3 by setting the 

corresponding weights to zero. In the same way, w(tr) 

may be chosen to be zero on the segments where F is not 

uniquely defined. This increases the bias of the 

estimator, but modifying the weighting on a finite segment 

does not invalidate the asymptotic results. If the 

conditions described in section 7.4.3 are satisfied, an 

estimator can be reconstructed where theorem 1* does not 
apply, and its properties will be at least as good as the 

alternative estimator described here.

If F'(o) does not exist, asymptotic results are unlikely 

to be obtainable, as this precludes reconstruction for 

I'd large. This is the crucial region for the 

asymptotic results.
Theorems 2 and 3 of (B) need no extension, since they only 

require that the cumulants are absolutelyLintegrable, as 

established by lemma 1*.
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Theorem 2 (B)

Suppose that Lemmas la*,lb*and corollary hold for the 

process ( XjCb) ), and transformation y = f(x), and that w M  

satisfies assumption IV. Then as T -> OO; ^  

the asymptotic distribution of

 ̂' b C\')^ V "  ) 

is M - variate complex Normal with

<=0  ̂ [g-^klX), S^oCk)] = C 6tT) ' i  S wKtr)dtJ

where A>,^„ - X , X ^ V = 0 ,  I , A - V - + 0 ^  A.

Theorem 3 (B)

Suppose that (.y>JjS) satisfies assumption I, that the 

weighting function w(tr) satisfies assumption IV, and that 

the transformation f (x) and the covariances 

satisfy assumptions V ^ and VI, Then as " T o o y  

the estimator

C^j k CV) ^ 5 ̂  w  C^-rX) ^  C dx"
has an asymptotic distribution that is Normal with

COV

Comments on Theorem 3

This theorem is deduced from theorems 1* and 2, and so 

holds whenever theorem 1* is true. The comments following 

the theorem therefore also apply here.

7.5.4 Summary of conditions on the transformation

The covariance of the output process exists only if 

EC f <  oo^ so this condition on F is always necessary. 

Cambanis and Masry (1978) indicates that, in principle the 

covariance can always be reconstructed after such a 

transformation, provided that the appropriate branch of 

the inversion function can be determined if it is not
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unique on part of the range of o"CxX 

The properties of the cumulants established in Lemma 

4* (and hence lemma 1*) have only been proved for 
and fC'x) = OCx*') as \>\ — aco. It may be

possible to relax this condition to require only 

E C < 0 0 » Theorem 1* also requires that F

is analytic and unique on the range of O'i't), (although 

this can be relaxed, as in the comments following the 

theorem). This condition restricts the range of çOC”) 

and the shape of the transformation so that M'C .̂(t')) + 0  

for any T.However, if M'(0)=0, or equivalently a,=0 

or E [ = the asymptotic results indicate that

although in principle an estimator of the spectral 

density may be constructed, its variance will be 

unbounded. This reflects the numerical difficulties 

which would arise in calculating F(<r) for l<rl small 

(ie I'd large), when F'(0) does not exist. However, 

by imposing conditions on higher derivatives of M(ç), 

it may be possible to relax this condition.

The conditions on the smoothness and magnitude of f(x) 

are therefore very broad. The conditions on the zeros 

(Ç.) of M^(ç) restrict the shape of f(x) by excluding 

functions with no linear terms in their

Hermite polynomial expansions. In particular, even 

functions are excluded.

Rodemich’s moment results, which required F(x) bounded, 

odd, and monotonie, have therefore been established 

for a wider class of functions, which is probably nearly 

as wide as possible. Brillinger's distributional results 

have been established for the same broad class, instead 

of his transformation f(x) = sgn(x).
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7.6 APPLICATIONS

Some examples of systems incorporating non-linear 

instataneous transformations and of their application 

as an analysis technique are given in this section.

Most of the examples are worked in the time domain 

using the correlation function, but most of these 

could be extended to the frequency domain, when the 

results above would apply.

7.6.1 Quantizers and clippers

A class of transformations which is of great practical 

importance is the step function quantisers and limiters.

These take the general form

Ç C>) = O3 ) < X  ^
where C© and Cj may take values -00 and ^00
respectively. Widrow (1961) gives examples of the types 

of quantizer which this includes. A dead zone at x. = 0 

exists if one of the =0, and if and Cy. are infinite 

the quantizer saturates at and ojj or ’clips' the

data.

Two types may be distinguished. The first has a relatively 

large number of steps, usually of equal size. This type 

of quantizer can usually be analysed by treating its 

effect as the addition of white noise to the input process. 

However, if there are relatively few steps, unequal sizes 

or saturation is present, the exact approach used in this 

chapter may be more appropriate.

Brillinger (1968) effectively considers a 2 - level 

symmetrical clipper, giving an output which is equivalent 

to the positions of the zeros. Widrow (1961) mentions practical 

work using this 2-level quantizer by VonVleck (1943) and 

Kaiser (1957), which gave good results. McNeil (1967) examined
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the equal-step quantizer from a statistical viewpoint,

using Fourier expansions of the probability density of

the output process to derive series for M(^) , and hence

calculate statistics of the correlation and spectral

density function estimators. Rodemich (1966) applies his

own results to 3, 4 and 6 level quantizers. The variance
of the estimator is given in Theorem 3. It depends

2 / 2essentially upon F'(o) Ĉp ( ̂  ) . Rodemich notes that 

for odd nondecreasing transformations f (x) , 1 -^ F  

the extremes being attained for f(x) = x and f (x) = sgn(x). 

Furthermore, C)C) has the same bounds and average values 

as j this increases the variance in some places, and

reduces it in others, giving the possibility of choosing 

the transformation f to reduce the variance at some 

frequencies at the expense of others. However, this has 

not been investigated, and neither has the effect of • 

the slacker conditions on f(x) used here. Rodemich

calculates optimum values for 3, 4 and 6-level quantizers 
which give factors F*(0) (the increase in standard deviation) 

of 1.232, 1.133, and 1.062.

Although quantization is widely used in engineering 

applications,* especially in hardware devices, there is 

little evidence of its use in statistical applications, 

except for the work by Huzii described below. The 

asymptotic distributional theory presented here may help 

to emphasis the reduction in computational effort which 

can be achieved for modest loss in accuracy.

7.6.2 Correlation function calculations

Huzii (1963) discusses a correlation estimator calculated 

by cross-correlating the original series with a 2-level
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qilantized copy of the series. This reduces the 

calculation to a seties of additiohs and subtractions.

In Huzii (1971) the 2-lével quantizer is replaced by 

any odd function satisfying some additional integrability 

constraints. An asymptotic formula for the variance of 

this correlation function estimator is given. Brown (1975) 

also considers correlation functions where one or both 

copies of the data sample are distorted. These results 

are used where a copy of the sample is delayed by T", and 

an estimate of Tr to be obtained by finding the 

maxiihuiti ih the cross-correlation between X(t)and x Ch t )

The tesults are derived by apbrdximating the 

trarifeformation by step functions> èhowing that the 

estimation of V  is still possible after a transformation.

7.6.3 Turning points

As noted by Brillinger (1968), tbfe turning points of xCt) 

correspond to zeros of kWt. derivative . Since the

spectral density of xCt) is )^Yt)d^^here V  is tk spectral 

density of x(t) , an estimator of VtX) can be recovered.

7.6.4 Noise loading analysis

This is a frequency domain technique for characterising 

the effects of a non-linearity and noise in a system. The 

technique is described in Kuo (1973) and Reis (1976) .

A Gaussian input is applied to a non-linear system, and the 

output power spectrum is measured. Power near to a chosen 

frequency Xo is then removed from the input, and the 

modified output spectrum is measured. The ratio of the two, 

expressed in, decibel, is used to characterise the effect of
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of the non-linearity and noise in the system. In 

Fenton (1977), the results of Kuo and Reis were 

generalised to the class of non-linear systems 

considered in this chapter, by using a Hermite 

polynomial expansion of the non-linearity. Theorem 2 

of (B) gives the asymptotic distribution of the two out

put spectra, and from this the distribution of the ratio 

can be determined to assess the significance of results 

calculated using this method.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

The main points of the thesis are summarised here, and the 

areas where further work could be undertaken are highlighted.

8.1 Main points

1 A general framework for the construction of second- 

order spectral estimators has been given. It includes 

tapering of the data, lag weighting, periodogram 

smoothing, and prewhitening/recolouring. It 

facilitates the construction, evaluation, and 

computation of estimators with any combination

of three smoothing methods. The framework can be 

used in both frequency and time domains. In the 

time domain, the generalised smoothing function 

Wt^ , characterises the smoothing. There 

is a corresponding function in the

frequency domain which also characterises it.

Careful definition of the smoothing procedures and 

estimators is required to obtain consistent 

relationships between the smoothing methods.

2 The statistical properties of estimators with 

combinations of smoothing methods applied have been 

given in terms of and . The bias

has been shown to depend on Z  or V/(X,

3 Many of the properties of spectral estimators relevant 

to their assessment have been related to the bias or 

variance of the estimator. The types of smoothing 

functions commonly used, and the choice of smoothing 

function shape and scale have been described.
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4 An objective method of comparing combinations of 

smoothing procedures has been proposed, which 

compares the variance performance of estimators with 

identical bias. Applied to the question of whether

to apply a taper, the method shows that for a typical 

range of spectra and smoothing methods^ for any tapered 

estimator an untapered lag window estimator exists 

with the same bias and better overall variance 

performance. However, the tapered estimator is better 

at those frequencies where the spectrum is small, and 

may be preferable when accurate estimates are required 

there.

5 The asymptotic distribution and moments for estimators 

based on a class of nonlinear instantanedus 

transformations of Gaussian processes have been 

derived, generalising previous.results. The.class of 

transformations is those which are O(lxl^) as x-»oo, 

and which allow a unique estimator to be reconstructed. 

Conditions on the autocovariance and transformation 

which guarantee a unique reconstruction are quoted.

8.2 Further work

1 The general framework constructed in Chapter 3

incorporates any second-order type of smoothing, but 

has in most parts of this thesis been used only with 

linear or quadratic smoothing, (tapers or lag 

windows). The properties of more general estimators, 

particularly those including prewhitening and re

colouring, could be developed further to gain more 

insight into the interaction between prewhitening/ 

recolouring and other forms of smoothing. However, the
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smoothing functions W^OO and become

more difficult to characterise and display.

Another important type of data modification is 

extension of the sample with zeros to obtain a 

convenient length for application of the Fast 

Fourier transform algorithm. This has been 

mentioned in Section 5.4.3, and could be investigated 

further using the framework.

The calculations and comparisons in Chapter 6 should 
be undertaken for a wider range of processes and 

smoothing procedures, in order to verify the 

conclusions drawn and more accurately measure the 

relative performance of tapered and equivalent 

estimators.

It is probably possible to prove the results in 

Chapter 7 under weaker assumptions about the 

transformation and autocovariance function. In 

particular, it is probably sufficient for lemma 1* 
that E < CO rather than 06x'').

The conditions which ensure an analytic reconstructed 

covariance could probably be relaxed to give only 

a unique reconstructed covariance, by imposing 

conditions on derivatives of as in Cambanis and

Masry (1978). The condition I < oo is, however, 

probably a necessary condition, . because the behaviour 

of the reconstructed covariance ^CT) for T" large, 

(and hence \g\ small) is the main factor in the 

asymptotic properties of the spectral estimator.
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simulation of the behaviour of spectral estimators 

constructed from nonlinearly transformed data is 

required to verify the asymptotic results, to 

investigate the small sample behaviour, and to 

establish the sample sizes for which the asymptotic 

results give useful approximations.
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Noise-Loading Analysis for a General Memoryless System

RICHARD J. FEN TO N

, \ l) ! i tn ic l—An expression for the noise power ratio of a mem- 
oryiess nonlinearity with finite output power is given. This gen
eralizes previous results which were restricted to nonlinearities 
with finite Taylor series expansions. Simpler proofs of these earlier 
results are presented.

I .  I n t r o d u c t i o n

T^HE NOISE-LOADING method of measuring sys-
I .  tern performance, as described by Kuo [1] and Reis [2], 
5 a method of characterizing the nonlinearity and noise 
fa system. A Gaussian signal is applied to the system and 
he output at frequency ujq is measured. The power at
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The aut hcjf is with the School of Mathematics, University of Bath, Bath 
M  7AY, England.

frequency Wo is then removed from the input by a suitable 
filter, and the output at frequency wo measured again. The 
ratio of these output measurements, expressed in decibel, 
is the noise-power ratio (NPR), and this quantity, con
sidered as a function of the level of the input signal, is used 
to characterize the system.

Previous results by Kuo [I] and Reis [2] provide a for
mula for the NPR when the system has an input-output 
characteristic which is a Taylor series of finite order, and 
the “notch” applied to the input signal is narrow. This 
paper extends the results to any memoryless system f(»r 
which the output power is finite, by expressing the system 
in terms of Hermite polynomials, an approach which also 
provides a simpler proof of the key result of Kuo [1]. In 
addition, a simpler proof of the main result of Reis [2] is
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obtained by working in the time domain rather than the 
frequency domain.

An example is given of a system which cannot be de
scribed by a finite Taylor series, but which can be analyzed 
by the method of this paper.

II. C h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  S y s te m

Kuo [1] and Reis [2] represent the system by an input- 
output relationship

N
yix)  -  E  anX''/7*1 (1)

which is a Taylor series of finite order. In this paper, an 
alternative representation in terms of Hermite polynomials 
is used which simplifies the results and removes the re
striction that y (x) should be a polynomial.

I f  X is a Gaussian random variable, then any y(x) for 
which

E\y(x) - ]  <  « (2)
(that is, y  has finite power), can be expressed as an infinite 
sura of Hermite polynomials H„(x), n =  0,1,2, - ,

y(j:) = E  bnHnix/a)fi*0 (3)

where <r- is the variance of the input. A proof is given in 
Hpchstadt [3]. Hnix)  is defined by

Hnix)  = ( - 1)" exp ixV2)  exp ( - x V 2) (4)
ctx"

which is a polynomial in x of order n. The Herraite poly
nomials satisfy the following three conditions: if  x and y  
are zero-mean Gaussian random variables with unit vari
ance and correlation p, then

£[H „(x)x"‘]
E [ H n i x ) H m i x ) ]  =  Smnnl

0, if m < n or m -  n is odd
ml
2Pp!' if m > n and m -  n = 2p is even 

ElHn(x)Hmiy) ]  = 5mn^!p”

(5)

(6) 

(7)
where 6nn ~  1, n̂m ~ 0 ,n  7̂  m.

Equations (5) and (6) can be proved by integrating by 
parts, and (7) by substituting x =  2 -  py and expanding 
Hniz  — py) as a sum of Hermite polynomials in y. For 
Gaussian signals, the orthogonality properties (5) and (7) 
make the Hermite polynomial expansion (3) much easier 
to manipulate than a Taylor series expansion; a conversion 
formula, expressing the coefficients bn in terms of the 
Taylor series coefficients a„ is given in the Appendix. 
Further properties of Hermite polynomials are given in 
Hochstadt [3] and Abramowitz and Stegun [4].

I I I .  C h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  o f  t h e  I n p u t ,  N o t c h ,  a n d
O u t p u t

The original (unnotched) signal applied to the system 
is assumed to be a zero-mean stationary Gaussian process, 
with spectrum F{<x) (which need not be fiat). An alterna
tive characterization of the input in the time domain is the 
autocovariance function.

Rpir)  = E[x(£)x(f +  r)] (8)
where E  denotes statistical expectation. This is related to 
the power spectrum F(<jj) by the Fourier transform

Rpix)  = r  E(œ) exp (jwT)dw (9)ZtT c/-®
with the inverse relationship

F(w) = ^  Rpir)  exp { - juT)dT.  (10)

Another relationship between Rpir)  and F{u)  is pro
vided by the convolution theorem for Fourier transforms. 
The convolution of two functions f  i(w) and E2W) is de
fined as

F i  *  “  T" r  F\{v )F2i<̂  — v)dv, (11)

and the n-fold convolution of F(w) with itself is denoted 
byF*"(w).

The convolution theorem, generalized to n-fold convo
lutions, states that

f*"(w) = J '  R fi x )  exp (-;u>r)dr (12)
(see, for example, Apostol [5]).

The notch applied to the input is considered next Under 
the assumption that the notch is narrow, Reis [2] shows 
that the power spectrum of the input, notched at wo, may 
be represented by

Sx (w) = F(w) — aF(wo)f (w — wo)
— aF(—wo)P(w 4- Wo) (13)

where P(w) is the frequency response of a narrow band- 
limited low-pass filter, and the parameter a controls the 
depth of the notch; when a = 0, (13) gives the unnotched 
spectrum. In this paper, the time-domain representations 
of the filter and notched input signal are used. For the 
filter, this is the impulse response function Rpir)  defined 
by the Fourier transform of P(w), as in (9). For the input 
signal, it is the autocovariance Rxir) ,  defined by the Fou
rier transform of 5 , (w). As wq is not near zero, the notched 
signal will have mean zero, and thus Rxir)  is indeed the 
autocovariance of the notched input. The variance is P_,(0)
= (T-.

Finally, the output signal is considered. By adding a 
suitable constant to the output yix) ,  it is possible to ar
range that the output has mean zero, and it will be assumed
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that this has been done. The autocovariance of the output 
is then

Ry(r) = E[yix{t ))y{x{t  +  t))] (14)

The time domain results (17) and (19) may be expressed 
in the frequency domain by taking the inverse Fourier 
transform and applying the convolution theorem (12), to 
obtain

J and the output power spectrum 5̂ v(w) is defined by the 
, inverse Fourier transform of (14).

IV .  P r o b l e m  a n d  So l u t io n

5v(w) = E
R m

sr(w) (20)

The NPR is given by

NPR = 10 logio
5”(wo)
5 v ( w o )

(15)

where S“(w) is the output power spectrum when the input 
is not notched (i.e., a = 0 in (13)). Thus the problem is to 
find an expression for 5  ̂(w) in terms of the input power 
spectrum F(w), the notch characteristics a and P(oj), and 
the coefficients 60,61,62, • • •, of the Hermite polynomial 
expansion (3) of the system input-output relation.

Generally, problems involving filters are more easily 
solved in the frequency domain. However, the convolutions 
P*"(w) which arise are harder to manipulate than the 
corresponding powers Rf( r ) ,  and so the time domain is 
preferred.

First, a relation between Py(r) and Px(t) is obtained. 
From (3) and (14),

Ryir) = P{y(x(£))y(x(f +  r))]

^ e \  i  bnHnix{t)la)  Ê  b m H m { x { t + T ) / a ) \  (16) Lf%=0 m-O J
As x(£)/cr and x(£ +  t)/o- are zero-mean Gaussian ran

dom variables with unit variance and correlation Rxi r ) /  
i?i(0) = Rxir)/a- ,  then from (7), all terms of the double 
summation vanish when the expectation is taken, except 
those for which m - n ,  and so

R y i r ) -  Ê  b'iE[Hnix{t ) /a)Hnix it  +  t)/(t)]n=0

\ _  V  V* ' ( w „ ) P ' ( - W n )

• *  P**(w ”. ()z — 2i) ‘̂ o). (21)

Reis [2] obtained the result (21) by a complicated induction 
proof in the frequency domain. Combining (20) and (21) 
gives the required expression for Sy(u).

V . E x a m p l e

Consider the ideal relay,

I 1, if X >  0
y ( x ) =  0, i fx  = 0 (22)

( —1, if X <  0.

This function does not possess derivatives of any order at 
X = 0, and so cannot be expanded as a Taylor series. 
However, as

. E\yHx)]  = 1 (23)

it can be expanded in terms of Hermite polynomials, giv
ing

yix) = E  bnHnix/ff)n»0
with

b2n - 0, 62n+l “ (-1)"
2^n!(2n +  1) 

Substituting this in (17) gives

(17)
R y i r ) = ^ -  E

2n! RrHr)
(25)

It  is shown in the Appendix that (17) is equivalent to [1, 
eq. (9)] of Kuo.

Next, P x(t) is expressed in terms of the input and notch 
characteristics. The Fourier transform of (13) is

Rxir) -  Rpir)  -  aRpiT)iF{wo) exp (-;wot)
+  F { —uq) exp (/wor)) (18)

and using the binomial expansion twice,

This is a standard series expansion of the arcsin function 
(see, for example, Abramowitz and Stegun [4]), so (25) 
gives the result

Ryir)  = 2/tt arcsin iRxir)/RxiO)) (26)

^;(r)= I  ~--;Rr\rH-ayRUr)
kl{n -  k)l

* {F(wo) exp (—;rwo) +  F (—wq) exp (/Twg)]^ 

_ ^  n!(—g)^ * F^~*(g]o)F*(—Wq) 
khin-k)\h ik-i)lil

•F F * ( t )F p (t )  exp i - j r u o ik  -  2i)).

from which 5v(t) is obtained by substituting (18) for Rxir)  
and taking the inverse Fourier transform.

A p p e n d i x

I f  y (x) is a polynomial of order N,  then it can be repre
sented as a linear sum of Hoix ), H i (x ), • • •, H s  ix ). It  will 
be shown that in this case, (9) of Kuo [1] and (17) of the 
present paper are equivalent if

(19)
6̂ n!

-Ar n = 0,1,2, JV
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where

" nlL.rT'o 2"m! J

applying (6) to the right-hand side gives

I and L is defined by

_ HiiN -  n), for N  -  n even 

. Vi(H -  n — 1), for N  — n odd.

From (1) and (3),

1 N' N
y  bn,Hm{x/(r) -  X  (A2)

771 = 0 771 = 0

identically in x. Multiplying .by Hnix/cr) and taking ex
pectations,

y  brr,E[Hmix/(T)Hn{x/(j)]
771 = 0

= L  (T'^amE[Hnix/<T)ix/(T)^l (A3)
771 = 0

Applying (5) to the left-hand side reduces it to nlbn' and

.V
y
rrf̂n 2̂ (p)!

777- 7! = 2p
= L

777 = 0 2^m\

= (g-"n!.4Ji/:2 (A4)
and the result follows.

Kuo obtained his result by the use of Price’s theorem 
and a complicated inductive proof. The use of Hermite 
polynomials makes the proof considerably simpler, as well 
as providing a more general framework for studying non
linear systems with Gaussian inputs.
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